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Abstract
Structures loaded cyclically beyond their elastic limit experience gradual accumulation
of plastic deformations or strains which may eventually lead to material deterioration
and ductile fracture. Assessing the life expectancy of their structural members re-
quires the development and implementation of appropriate material models into the
finite element environment, using robust numerical integration schemes. It is the pur-
pose of the present Thesis to investigate through rigorous numerical analyses and ex-
perimental testing the mechanical behaviour of metal components subjected to intense
cyclic loading. Advanced numerical tools are developed to simulate multi-axial mate-
rial ratcheting and cyclic plasticity-damage response in metal structural components.
The ultra low-cycle fatigue of high-strength steel welded tubular joints is also investi-
gated through large-scale experiments.
An implicit numerical scheme is proposed in Chapter 2 for simulating the mechanical
response of thin-walled structures subjected to inelastic cyclic loading. The constitutive
model is formulated explicitly for plane stress conditions, accounts for combined kine-
matic/isotropic hardening and follows the von-Mises yield criterion. Emphasis is given
to kinematic hardening part, which is described with an advanced multiple backstress
model suitable for multi-axial material ratcheting simulation. Constitutive relations are
integrated implicitly using the Euler-backward integration technique. Two main nov-
elties of the algorithm refer to the incremental update of the internal variables through
the solution of a single scalar equation, and the explicit formulation of the consistent
ii
tangent moduli. The numerical scheme is implemented into the finite element software
ABAQUS (2016) as a material user-subroutine UMAT and its capabilities are demon-
strated through the numerical simulation of large-scale experiments on pipe elbows, a
characteristic mechanical component that experiences multi-axial ratcheting response.
In the sequence, the proposed numerical scheme is employed to investigate the ratch-
eting collapse of dented externally pressurised tubular circular members subjected to
cyclic axial loading.
The numerical implementation of coupled cyclic plasticity-damage models is presented
in Chapter 3, suitable for simulating low-cycle fatigue in metal components. Constitu-
tive relations account for J2-flow theory with nonlinear kinematic/isotropic hardening,
coupled with isotropic continuum damage mechanics. The damage potential is writ-
ten in a general form, allowing for implementing any isotropic damage model reported
in the literature. The constitutive relations are integrated implicitly considering in the
most general case the 3D finite element formulation. An additional numerical scheme
is proposed explicitly for plane stress conditions by extending the plane-stress projec-
tion method to the requirements of the model. Both numerical schemes feature com-
putational efficiency as incremental update of internal variables is achieved through
the solution of a single scalar equation. The integration algorithms are consistently
linearised to ensure numerical robustness in large-scale computations. The proposed
numerical schemes are implemented into ABAQUS (2016) software as user material
subroutines UMAT and are validated against large-scale tests on pipe elbows that failed
from ultra low-cycle fatigue.
In the last part of the Thesis, the ultra low-cycle fatigue performance of welded tubular
X-joints is examined, motivated by the need of safeguarding the integrity of offshore
platforms under extreme loading conditions. Seven specimens, representing X-brace
joints of a bottom-founded offshore tubular jacket with a scaling factor of 1:3 are tested
under strong, fully-reversed cyclic in-plane bending. The seven specimens formed a
iii
through-thickness fatigue crack within less than 100 cycles, simulating extreme load-
ing conditions. Rigorous finite element models are also developed, with emphasis on
constitutive modelling, to simulate the cyclic loading procedure, providing very good
comparisons in terms of load-displacement response and local strain predictions dur-
ing the initial loading cycles. The experimental data are compared with a large dataset
of low-cycle fatigue experiments on welded components, reported in the literature for
mild and high-strength steel materials, as well as with existing design provisions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and state of the art
1.1 Introduction
Offshore structures and subsea installations are often exposed to extreme weather con-
ditions. Their main unit consists mainly of circular tubular components and welded
tubular connections which are designed to respond elastically under the effect of the
applied wind and wave loading. However, the oil and gas sector have repeatedly re-
ported structural failures attributed to strong inelastic loading [Cruz and Krausmann
(2008)], which had catastrophic consequences in the global economy and the environ-
ment. A major challenge in the design of offshore assemblies lies on safeguarding their
structural integrity under severe loading conditions. Most of the time, global collapse
initiates from local failure of critical components, subsequently leading to the complete
failure of the structure. A common type of local failure is depicted in Fig. 1.1, showing
the formation of through-thickness crack in a tubular welded connection of an offshore
jacket substructure which has been subjected to intense cyclic loading.
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Figure 1.1: Through-thickness crack on high-strength steel welded X-joints subjected
to extreme cyclic loading [Chatziioannou et al. (2019c)].
There are a number of possible sources of extreme cyclic loading (e.g. earthquakes,
shutdown/startup or storm conditions) in which case structural members are loaded
beyond their elastic limit and are plastically deformed. Upon repeated inelastic load-
ing, structural components experience gradual accumulation of plastic deformation or
strain, which eventually may lead to low-cycle fatigue failure [Kyriakides and Shaw
(1987); Vaze and Corona (1998); Lu (2003); Wei et al. (2004)]. The assessment of
the fatigue life of such components requires accurate prediction of inelastic strain and
its evolution, also referred to as “ratcheting”. Numerous constitutive material modes
have been proposed to simulate material ratcheting in metal components. However,
accurate prediction of ratcheting, and particularly in circular tubular components, con-
stitutes even today a challenge as it requires the use of dedicated constitutive models,
implemented in the finite element environment.
Accumulation of plastic strains due to intense cyclic loading eventually leads to the ini-
tiation, growth and coalescence of micro-voids, and subsequently the formation of mi-
crocracks. This phenomenon is referred in the literature as “ductile plastic damage” and
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has been extensively studied by means of micro-mechanics [Rice and Tracey (1969);
Rousselier (1987)]. However, in macro-scale level structural computations, which are
of interest for the majority of practical applications, the use of micro-mechanics mod-
els is prohibiting due to the size of the structure. In this case, material deterioration
and ductile fracture due to cyclic inelastic loading can be numerically predicted based
on the principles of Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) [Lemaitre (1971)]. CDM
provides the foundations for the development of fully-coupled cyclic plasticity-damage
material models, which account for the degrading effect of damage in the plastic re-
sponse. Methodologies for the numerical implementation of such elaborate constitutive
models within the finite element environment through implicit and unconditionally sta-
ble integration algorithms remain, still, an open research topic.
Dedicated numerical tools for simulating low-cycle fatigue in metals may not always be
accessible. In addition, available test data for calibrating the material model can often
be quite limited. In such cases, large-scale experimental campaigns are prompted for
investigating low-cycle fatigue of offshore structural members, and particularly tubular
welded connections. Despite the large number of published work on the high-cycle
fatigue of welded tubular joints, the low-cycle fatigue behaviour of such joints has re-
ceived substantially less attention. Another issue related to the construction of offshore
structural systems for wind energy production, which attracts increasing attention is the
use of high-strength steel. Until recently, metal alloys of grade up to S355 have been
used exclusively in the offshore wind sector. Design methodologies for the fatigue de-
sign of regular steel welded joints are well established [Itoga et al. (2003); Yildirim
and Marquis (2012)]. On the other hand, less attention has been paid to the fatigue of
welded tubular components made of high-strength steel material, especially for their
low-cycle fatigue behaviour and design [Health and Safety Executive (2004)].
Motivated by the aforementioned challenging topics which are still open for inves-
tigation, the present Thesis examines through experiments and advanced numerical
simulations the low-cycle fatigue behaviour of steel structural members. Towards this
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purpose, numerical integration algorithms are developed for implementing elaborate
constitutive material models into the finite element environment, capable of simulating
accurately multi-axial material ratcheting and the cyclic plasticity-damage response of
metal components. The main objective is to derive numerical integration methodolo-
gies which feature optimum performance and can be used efficiently in demanding
simulations. The proposed numerical schemes are implemented within the finite el-
ement environment as material user subroutines and are validated by simulating suc-
cessfully experimental data obtained by the literature. Furthermore, the ultra low-cycle
fatigue of high-strength steel welded tubular joints is examined through an experimen-
tal program, considering large-scale welded X-joints, obtained from an offshore jacket
substructure of a large output wind turbine. The experimental findings are numerically
re-produced to some extend and state of the art design standards are evaluated in pre-
dicting the number of cycles to failure obtained from testing the high-strength steel
welded connections.
The document is structured in the following manner. An extensive literature review is
presented in the remaining part of Chapter 1, reporting state of the art developments
related to the topics under investigation. In Chapter 2, the numerical integration of
an advanced cyclic plasticity model is presented, suitable for simulating multi-axial
ratcheting in thin-walled tubular components modelled with shell-type finite elements,
which follow the plane stress formulation. The proposed numerical scheme is validated
against cyclic bending experiments on pipe elbows. It is then employed to simulate the
mechanical response of externally-pressured dented circular tubular components sub-
jected to axial ratcheting. Next, the numerical integration of a robust cyclic plasticity-
damage constitutive model is presented in Chapter 3, offering an optimised solution
method for simulating plasticity-damage response and implementing any CDM model
proposed in the literature under a common computational framework. Two distinctly
different integration algorithms are proposed; one for the general case of 3D formu-
lation and another for plane stress conditions. Both numerical schemes are validated
against large-scale experiments on pipe elbows that failed under ultra low-cycle fatigue.
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Issues related to spurious mesh dependency originating from the strain-softening ma-
terial response are also addressed using an appropriate simulation methodology. The
results of the experimental campaign which was organised and executed within the
framework of the PhD are presented in Chapter 4. Finally, the most important con-
clusions of the present work and its contribution to the current state of the art are
summarised in Chapter 5.
1.2 State of the art
An extensive literature review covering the topics elaborated within the Thesis is
presented herein. The literature review is split into three main parts related to the
main areas of research. The first part discusses the state of the art advancements in
predicting the multi-axial ratcheting response of metal circular tubular components,
also referred to as “steel piping” in the nuclear and the offshore industries. Particular
attention is given to pipe elbows which feature a characteristic example of steel piping
that experiences multi-axial ratcheting response due to its geometric configuration.
The second part covers the literature on the simulation of cyclic-plasticity damage
response and ductile fracture in metal components. The last part of the literature
review reports previous experimental studies on welded tubular X-joints with emphasis
on high strength steel. Current design approaches for low-cycle fatigue in metal
components are also discussed to some extend.
1.2.1 Ratcheting in circular tubular components
Metal circular tubular components (piping) are widely used in industrial applications
such as power plants (nuclear or fossil), chemical and petrochemical facilities, or gas
and oil terminals. As a result, their structural integrity is crucial for the safe operation
of the industrial facility. In the presence of severe external actions, such as earthquakes
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or shutdowns/startups, steel piping are imposed to strong cyclic loading conditions and
may fail due to low-cycle fatigue [EPRI (1992, 1994)]. The experimental studies of
Rider et al. (1995) and Wei et al. (2004) among others have shown that progressive
accumulation of plastic strain due to cyclic loading (“ratcheting”) may accelerate low-
cycle fatigue cracking. Additional experiments on metallic circular tubular components
conducted by Shaw and Kyriakides (1985) and Corona and Kyriakides (1988) have
shown that failure due to ratcheting may occur in the form of local collapse prior to
wall cracking. An extensive investigation of uni-/multi-axial material ratcheting in
metal alloys has been reported in the early work of Hassan et al. (1992) and Hassan
and Kyriakides (1994a,b).
1.2.1.1 Experimental investigation of ratcheting in pipe elbows
Metal pipe elbows fall within the broad category of piping and are vital components of
industrial facilities. Accurate prediction of their low-cycle fatigue behaviour features
still a challenge, mainly due to the multi-axial ratcheting response. Yahiaoui et al.
(1996a,b) tested in total 16 pairs of carbon/stainless steel pipe elbows under in-/out-of-
plane resonance dynamic bending to simulate seismic excitation. Strain measurements
were obtained with respect to the hoop and the axial direction to identify the principal
direction of ratcheting in each loading condition. Moreton et al. (1996) used the
experimental data reported by Yahiaoui et al. (1996a,b) to determine the minimum
cyclic bending moment necessary to initiate ratcheting. Additional experimental results
on pipe elbows subjected to seismic loading have been reported by Slagis (1998).
Using a shaking table, Slagis (1998) tested 32 piping components to quantify the
impact of fabrication details on their low-cycle fatigue behaviour. Suzuki et al. (2002)
reported initial results of a 6-year experimental campaign aiming at evaluating the
cyclic elastoplastic behaviour and fatigue damage of steel piping under severe seismic
excitation. More recently, Chen et al. (2005) tested steel pipe elbows under constant
internal pressure and cyclic in-plane bending to examine the multi-axial ratcheting
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response. The experimental results showed intense ratcheting in the hoop direction,
while the ratcheting strain rate grew with the increase of the internal pressure. Pipe
wall thinning effects were investigated by Shi et al. (2013); pipe elbows with local wall
thinning at extrados and the crown were tested under constant internal pressure and
cyclic in-plane bending to quantify the effect of local wall thinning in the ratcheting
response.
Vishnuvardhan et al. (2013) investigated ratcheting failure of pressurised straight pipes
and elbows under reversed bending. Strain measurements were obtained, showing
rapid accumulation of plastic strain (“ratcheting”) in both types of specimens. In
this experimental study failure was observed as through-wall crack accompanied by
simultaneous local ovalization of the pipe cross section. Varelis et al. (2013) reported
additional experimental results concerning low-cycle fatigue of pipe elbows. Failure
was identified through the development of through-thickness cracking, followed by
a pipe cross-section ovalization at the bend. The experimental data were compared
with design standards ASME B31.3 (2006) and EN 13480-3 (2002), highlighting the
conservativeness of current design tools in predicting the number of cycles to failure.
1.2.1.2 Constitutive models for ratcheting prediction
The accurate numerical prediction of the cyclic inelastic material response is a key
issue for assessing the low-cycle fatigue of metal components. An extensive literature
review discussing relevant approaches and limitations can be found in the recent paper
by Chen et al. (2013). In particular, the choice of the kinematic hardening rule has been
pinpointed as the key issue for predicting ratcheting. A large number of constitutive
models have been developed with the purpose of predicting accurately plastic strain in
steel circular tubular members and particularly its evolution with respect to the loading
cycles. In the framework of the so-called coupled constitutive models, Prager (1956)
proposed a linear kinematic hardening rule (Eq. 1.1) for simulating the cyclic inelastic
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response of the material.
ȧ =Cε̇ p (1.1)
In Eq. (1.1), ȧ denotes the rate form of the kinematic hardening tensor a, also
referred to as backstress tensor. Furthermore, C is the hardening modulus and ε p is
the plastic strain tensor. Armstrong and Frederick (1966) identified the inability of the
Prager (1956) hardening rule to simulate the cyclic-plasticity response of the material
and proposed a nonlinear kinematic hardening rule by adding a recovery term in the
evolution equation.
ȧ =Cε̇ p− γaε̇q (1.2)
In Eq. (1.2), εq is the equivalent plastic strain and γ is a dimensionless parameter
that controls the maximum value and the rate of saturation of the backstress tensor.
Chaboche (1986) in his pioneer work revised the kinematic hardening rule proposed
by Armstrong and Frederick (1966) by showing that the use of a single backstress
tensor leads to ratcheting over-prediction. To alleviate this shortcoming, he proposed

























In a follow-up paper, Chaboche (1991) revised Eq. (1.3) towards more accurate
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In Eq. (1.4), 〈·〉 are the Macaulay brackets and a4 is a threshold term which determines
whether the recovery term of the fourth backstress tensor is active. Another hardening
rule (Eq. 1.6) has been proposed by Ohno and Wang (1994) who modified further the
classical kinematic hardening rule of Armstrong and Frederick (1966) in an attempt to

































Modified kinematic hardening rules have also been proposed by Guionnet (1992)
and a few years later by Abdel-Karim and Ohno (2000). The kinematic hardening
model proposed by Guionnet (1992) requires the definition of numerous material
constants which are not well defined. It also obtains a complicated form which makes
its implementation within the finite element environment a challenging task. The
kinematic hardening model proposed by Abdel-Karim and Ohno (2000) is formulated
by superimposing the hardening rules of Armstrong and Frederick (1966) and Ohno
and Wang (1993). This hardening rule provides improved ratcheting prediction in
comparison to Chaboche (1986, 1991) models but similarly to Chaboche (1986, 1991)
hardening rules, it fails to simulate multi-axial ratcheting. The numerical/experimental
study of Bari and Hassan (2000, 2001) demonstrated that the multi-linear hardening
rule of Mróz (1967) as well as the more advanced nonlinear kinematic hardening
models proposed by Chaboche (1986, 1991), Ohno and Wang (1994) and Guionnet
(1992) tend to over-predict multi-axial ratcheting evolution. More recently, Bari and
Hassan (2002) proposed a new kinematic hardening rule (Eq. 1.7) which leads to more

















In Eq. (1.7), parameter χi is computed as in Eq. (1.4). In addition, δi in Eq. (1.7)
is a multi-axial ratcheting parameter while n is the unit outward to the yield surface
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tensor. Bari and Hassan (2002) and subsequently, Rahman and Hassan (2005); Rahman
et al. (2008) showed that the use of this hardening rule may result in more accurate
prediction of multi-axial ratcheting in metal components. However, neither Bari and
Hassan (2002) nor Rahman et al. (2008) have proposed a robust numerical scheme
for implementing this elaborate kinematic hardening rule within the finite element
environment.
1.2.1.3 Implementation of constitutive models for ratcheting simulation
The implementation of elaborate constitutive models, which consider advanced hard-
ening rules in the finite element environment, may provide a valuable tool for sim-
ulating the mechanical response of structural components undergoing cyclic inelastic
loading. In particular, the use of shell-type elements, which employ the plane stress
formulation, is favoured in simulating thin-walled structures due to its computational
efficiency. Nevertheless, the plane stress condition imposes an additional computa-
tional challenge in the development of a robust numerical integration scheme and its
consistent jacobian. Towards this purpose, previous attempts have extended existing in-
tegration algorithms, originally proposed for 3D formulations, to account for the plane
stress condition by (a) increasing the number of integration equations to satisfy the out-
of-plane zero stress constraints [Aravas (1987)], or (b) incorporating nested Newton-
Rapson iterative solutions to satisfy the out-of-plane constraints [Dodds (1987)], or
finally (c) using the plane-stress projection plasticity concept involving only in-plane
stress/strain components [Jetteur (1986); Simo and Taylor (1986)]. From a computa-
tional standpoint, the implementation approach outlined in (c) features optimum perfor-
mance [Millard (1995); de Souza Neto et al. (2008)] and it is prompted for large-scale
computations.
The use of advanced constitutive models in large-scale computations necessitates their
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efficient implementation within the finite element environment, which may be a chal-
lenging task for complex constitutive models. Methods (a) and (b) have found applica-
tion in the literature. Using method (a), Aravas (1987) proposed an implicit numerical
scheme for pressure-dependent metal plasticity; this scheme is capable of describing
plane stress conditions as a special case of pressure dependency. Method (a) was also
employed by Sawyer et al. (2001) who proposed an implicit numerical scheme for J2
cyclic elastoplasticity considering the classical Chaboche (1986) model. The elasto-
plastic tangent moduli in [Sawyer et al. (2001)] are computed using an approximate
method and this might affect the rate of convergence in large-scale computations. The
plane-stress implementation methodology (a) was also used by Ohno et al. (2013) for
implementing a simplified version of the kinematic hardening rule proposed by Ohno
and Wang (1994). Rahman (2006) implemented the kinematic hardening rule proposed
by Bari and Hassan (2002) in finite element environment using method (a), consider-
ing the plane stress algorithm as a special case of the three-dimensional case. How-
ever, the proposed integration algorithm could be further optimised whereas the con-
sistent tangent moduli for plane stress conditions are not explicitly defined. It should be
noted that the numerical integration schemes proposed in [Sawyer et al. (2001); Ohno
et al. (2013); Rahman (2006)] require the simultaneous solution of multiple equations,
which has a direct impact on their numerical efficiency. The plane-stress projection
method has been introduced in implicit integration schemes by Jetteur (1986) consider-
ing isotropic hardening solely, and by Simo and Taylor (1986) accounting for isotropic
and linear kinematic hardening. The same method was used by Hartmann et al. (1998)
for the numerical implementation of the cyclic plasticity model proposed by Haupt
et al. (1992). In that numerical scheme [Hartmann et al. (1998)], the integration of the
constitutive relations requires the simultaneous solution of three nonlinear equations,
while the proposed numerical solution method features only first-order convergence,
and may lead to a noticeable increase of the computational cost in large-scale compu-
tations. Recently, Cleja-Ţigoiu and Stoicuţa (2014) revised the plane-stress projection
method in an attempt to simulate more accurately the mechanical response of very thin
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plates. The proposed numerical scheme accounts for nonlinear isotropic and linear
kinematic hardening and therefore, may not be appropriate for ratcheting simulation.
1.2.1.4 Numerical simulation of multi-axial ratcheting in steel pipe elbows
Despite the existence of test data, as described in Section 1.2.1.1, and the recent
advancements in simulating cyclic plasticity response [Section 1.2.1.2], the numerical
simulation of material ratcheting in large-scale components is still a challenging
topic. Balan and Redektop (2004) examined numerically the effect of bi-directional
loading on the fatigue assessment of pressurised pipe elbows with local thinning
effects using bi-linear kinematic hardening. Chen et al. (2005) implemented the
hardening rules proposed by Ohno and Wang (1993, 1994) and Chen and Jiao (2004)
in ANSYS (1995) software to simulate cyclic bending experiments on pipe elbows.
The numerical predictions in terms of plastic strain range and accumulation were in
good agreement with the experimental data only for relatively low applied loading. Oh
et al. (2008) evaluated shakedown limits in pipe elbows subjected to cyclic bending
using a simplified simulation methodology which combines the results of a linear
elastic analysis, and a nonlinear analysis employing elastic-perfectly plastic material
model. Hassan and his research team [Rahman et al. (2008); Hassan and Rahman
(2008, 2015); Hassan et al. (2015)] simulated experiments on steel piping under
cyclic inelastic loading, using several advanced hardening models, towards ratcheting
predictions. The results indicated the strengths and weaknesses of each constitutive
model, and demonstrated the capability of the kinematic hardening rule proposed
by Bari and Hassan (2002) in simulating multi-axial ratcheting evolution. Shi et al.
(2013) employed the modified hardening rule proposed by Chen and Jiao (2004) for the
numerical simulation of cyclic bending tests on pipe elbows. The numerical predictions
were sufficiently accurate in tests where the ratcheting strain rate was low but failed to
predict ratcheting evolution when plastic strains were rapidly accumulated over the
load cycles.
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More recently, Varelis et al. (2013); Varelis and Karamanos (2015) presented results
from numerical simulations on steel pipe elbows under inelastic loading, implementing
in the finite element environment the bounding-surface cyclic-plasticity model initially
proposed by Tseng and Lee (1983). Moreover, Foroutan et al. (2018) implemented the
hardening rule proposed by Ahmadzadeh and Varvani-Farahani (2013) and presented
numerical results which were in good agreement with experimental data obtained
from pipe elbows. On the other hand, Liu et al. (2019) as well as Rahmatfam et al.
(2019) simulated numerically the ratcheting response of pipe elbows subjected to cyclic
bending using more traditional kinematic hardening rules such as those proposed by
Ohno and Wang (1993) and Chen and Jiao (2004). The main conclusion drawn from
the aforementioned studies is that the use of appropriate numerical tools, which employ
advanced hardening rules, are required for assessing the structural performance of steel
pipe elbows and circular tubular components under severe cyclic loading leading to
low-cycle fatigue. Towards that purpose, the reliable prediction of strain ratcheting is
shown to be of paramount importance [Labbé et al. (2016); Sollogoub (2017)].
1.2.1.5 Collapse of dented offshore pipelines due to axial ratcheting
Pipeline systems constitute the “arteries” of the oil and gas industry transporting large
quantities of hydrocarbons. Their structural safety during installation and operation
is vital; any malfunction or damage may lead to economic loses and environmental
pollution [Hopkins (1995); Wang et al. (2013)]. Offshore pipelines are currently
installed in deep waters, exceeding 2,000 metres of water depth, and operate under
significantly high pressure and temperature, which might lead to plastic deformations
and buckling [Di Vito (2010)]. During a lifetime of 20 to 30 years, these systems
exhibit hundreds of shutdowns/restarts, which in combination with the externally
applied pressure may lead to cyclic loading, followed by plastic strain accumulation
(“ratcheting”) and low-cycle fatigue failure.
Circular tubular structural components under combined axial loading and pressure
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have been the subject of investigation of numerous research articles. Madhaven and
Babcock (1987) investigated the effect of axial tensile loading on the critical buckling
pressure, whereas Kyriakides and Chang (1992) reported experiments and numerical
simulations on the effect of axial tensile loading on the buckling propagation pressure.
The interaction between axial tension and external pressure has been also examined by
Karamanos and Tassoulas (1995) in X42 steel circular tubular members. More recently,
Paquette and Kyriakides (2006) investigated the behaviour of super-duplex stainless
steel tubes under axial compression and internal pressure. Jiao and Kyriakides (2009)
extended the work of Paquette and Kyriakides (2006) by examining circular tubular
components subjected to cyclic axial loading and subsequently to a combination of
cyclic axial loading and internal pressure [Jiao and Kyriakides (2011a,b)]. In both
cases, it was identified that instability occurred when the net shortening or the average
strain on the tube reached a critical value, very close to the value observed under
monotonic loading [Paquette and Kyriakides (2006)].
The aforementioned investigations concerned intact (perfect) tubular components,
neglecting the effects of accidental interferences. However, numerous oil and gas
pipeline failures are attributed to third-party damages such as dents and gouges [Dai
et al. (2017)]. Dent interferences have found to be more critical in comparison with
gouges and can be categorized to “plain” or “kinked” dents according to the shape of
the local distortion [Wang and Smith (1982)]. Azadeh and Taheri (2014) examined
experimentally the behaviour of plain dented carbon steel tubes under cyclic axial
loading and demonstrated that the number of cycles to collapse can be decreased by
up to 75% for a dent (δ ) equal to 0.14 times the diameter (δ/D=14%). Zeinoddini
et al. (2015a) and Zeinoddini et al. (2015b) performed a series of experiments on un-
symmetrically dented tubes in order to investigate the elastoplastic buckling capacity
and the ratcheting behaviour of cyclically loaded high strength steel dented tubes.
It was shown that semi-analytical equations proposed for conventional steel material
are always on the safe side while design codes such as Norsok (2004) and DNV-
RP-F111 (2010) provide reasonably accurate results only for small dent magnitudes.
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Recently, Naghipour et al. (2018) examined experimentally high strength steel tubes
with local gouge and dent defects. The presence of gouges had a minor impact on
the performance of the tube while comparisons with analytical solutions demonstrated
an over-prediction of the damaged tube capacity. Pournara et al. (2018) investigated
numerically/experimentally the performance of dented tubes subjected to internal
pressure and cyclic bending pressure. Strain concentration factors on the dent location
were obtained, for evaluating the fatigue life of the material.
1.2.1.6 Discussion on multi-axial ratcheting simulation
In summary, it can be identified that numerical prediction of multi-axial ratcheting
in steel circular tubular components still remains a challenge, leading unavoidably to
conservative design against low-cycle fatigue. The majority of ratcheting constitutive
models reported in the literature fail to predict multi-axial ratcheting evolution. It was
argued by Chen et al. (2013) in his review paper that the implementation methodology
has a direct impact on the quality of the numerical results. Therefore, the development
of a robust numerical integration scheme for an advanced ratcheting constitutive model,
capable of simulating uni-/multi-axial ratcheting in metal components is investigated
in the present Thesis.
1.2.2 Numerical simulation of damage using Continuum Damage
Mechanics models
In the event of extreme loading conditions such as earthquakes or storm conditions,
metal components experience gradual reduction of their structural capacity due to
damage initiation, and may fail within limited number of load cycles. Simulating
material degradation and ductile rupture in metals subjected to repeated inelastic
loading requires the consideration of damage effects into the material model. Damage
can be incorporated into the inelastic constitutive relations based on the principles
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of CDM, formulated in an early stage by Kachanov (1958) and later established on
a scientific basis by Chaboche (1978); Lemaitre and Chaboche (1978); Murakami
(1981). Major contributions on the CDM approach have been presented by Lemaitre
(1984) and later by Voyiadjis (1988) who introduced into the constitutive relations of
cyclic plasticity an internal scalar variable, expressed by the corresponding kinetic law
of damage, to model the progressive deterioration of the material.
1.2.2.1 Continuum Damage Mechanics framework
In the framework of CDM, damage is integrated into the constitutive relations of cyclic
elastoplasticity based on the concept of effective stress tensor [Kachanov (1958)] and
the hypothesis of strain equivalence [Lemaitre (1971)]. The effective stress approach
dictates that the stress tensor (σ ) of the damaged material is related to the fictitious





where D represents the damage internal variable. In the most general case, voids are
oriented in different planes and damage is described with rigorous forth order [Leckie
and Onat (1981); Krajcinovic (1985); Kattan and Voyiadjis (2001)] or more elaborate
second order tensors [Voyiadjis et al. (2008); Desmorat and Otin (2008); Dunand
et al. (2012)]. The consideration of anisotropy in the damage variable increases the
complexity of the constitutive model, while the calibration of the resulting CDM model
is not very straightforward even with state of the art equipment [Lin et al. (2005)]. On
the other hand, isotropic CDM assumes that microvoids are uniformly distributed in
the material and thus, damage can be expressed through a scalar variable D [Lemaitre
(1985)].
Isotropic damage mechanics provides a powerful tool for modelling ductile damage
and fracture in metal alloys, and local constitutive models coupled with isotropic CDM
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models are extensively used [Li et al. (2011); Soyarslan et al. (2012); Ma and Yuan
(2013); Lian et al. (2014); Masih et al. (2015); Majzoobi et al. (2018); Nam et al.
(2018); Fincato and Tsutsumi (2019)]. A wide range of CDM models have been
proposed to describe different trends of damage evolution in metals and for more
information the reader can refer in [Lemaitre (1985); Bonora (1997); Celentano and
Chaboche (2007); Besson (2009b); Voyiadjis et al. (2012); Li et al. (2015); Zhan et al.
(2017); Gautam et al. (2018); Zhang et al. (2020)]. From a computational standpoint,
complex CDM models impose additional difficulties in the development of an implicit
numerical scheme, whereas another challenge in simulating plasticity-damage response
is associated with spurious mesh dependency, originating from the strain-softening
material response after damage initiation [de Borst et al. (1993)]. For these two reasons,
the majority of the aforementioned studies used either uncoupled constitutive models
or coupled ones with the consideration of constant element size in their analyses.
The uncoupled approach may fail to predict accurately local strains and consequently
damage evolution after damage initiation, while the use of constant element size limits
the transferability of the results to other applications, where a different mesh strategy
should be applied. A recent review article addressing issues related to the numerical
simulation of damage and mesh dependency has been presented by Besson (2009a).
The most well-know material constitutive equations and computational tools developed
within the last 20 years are discussed in Besson (2009a).
1.2.2.2 Numerical implementation of plasticity-damage material models
Towards accurate and efficient simulation of low-cycle fatigue of metal components,
a coupled plasticity-damage numerical integration scheme should be implemented
within the finite element environment. An implicit numerical scheme for coupled
cyclic elastoplasticity, incorporating nonlinear isotropic and kinematic hardening with
a single backstress, has been presented in an early form by Benallal et al. (1988) and
subsequently by Doghri (1995). In both studies, incremental stress update is achieved
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through the solution of a system of four algebraic equations in terms of the internal
variables. Furthermore, the integration algorithm and the proposed consistent lineari-
sation methodology account for isotropic damage functions that depend explicitly on
the effective stress tensor whereas important modifications are required for the con-
sideration of more elaborate CDM models such as those proposed by Bonora (1997);
Voyiadjis et al. (2012); Pirondi et al. (2006); Nam et al. (2018) among others. Addi-
tional coupled numerical schemes were reported by Singh and Pandey (1999), de Souza
Neto (2002), Saanouni et al. (2001), Lemaitre and Desmorat (2005) and Soyarslan
and Tekkaya (2010), which are applicable to limited CDM models while consider less
elaborate hardening rules. In the majority of these models, the integration algorithms
are computationally costly requiring the simultaneous solution of multiple equations
and possibly matrix inversion within the iterative solution procedure. Voyiadjis et al.
(2012) also proposed a coupled numerical scheme by extending the methodology pre-
sented in [Voyiadjis et al. (2013)] for classical elastoplasticity but update of the internal
variables is based on explicit integration of the constitutive relations. Recently, Bonora
et al. (2014) presented a modified version of the numerical scheme proposed by Doghri
(1995) based on the kinematic hardening rule proposed by Chaboche (1986) and the so-
called partial-coupling, accounting for the degrading effect of damage on the Young’s
modulus but neglecting its influence on the plastic flow. This model is formulated
similarly to the classical fully-coupled ones and accounts for a generalised isotropic
damage potential, but the resulting integration scheme is rather costly, requiring the
simultaneous solution of 12 equations [Eqs. 40-51 in Bonora et al. (2014)].
1.2.2.3 Mesh dependency in plasticity-damage simulations
The coupling of plasticity with damage under a local constitutive model introduces
numerical convergence difficulties which originate from the strain-softening response
of the material. Material softening leads to localisation of inelastic strains in a band
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that is only one element across regardless of the element’s dimensions. Upon refine-
ment of the mesh, strain accumulate on a band of zero thickness and thus, the finite
element results are mesh-biased as mesh refinement leads unavoidably to lower energy
dissipation during the process of ductile fracture. Alleviation of mesh dependency may
be achieved with the use of micropolar [de Borst et al. (1993); Aifantis (1984)], non-
local [Bazant and Jirasek (2002); Besson (2009a); Nguyen et al. (2015)] or gradient-
enhanced [de Borst (2001); Papadioti et al. (2019)] constitutive models, which modify
the continuum problem by introducing an “internal length” parameter. The use of non-
local models poses additional difficulties. Their implementation in finite element pack-
ages is not straightforward, requiring the development of an appropriate user-defined
finite element. Furthermore, the value of the “internal length” parameter determines
the width of the shear band, while its calibration still remains an open issue.
On the other hand, simulation of material strain-softening with local constitutive mod-
els and negligible mesh dependency is feasible with the use of a proper computational
framework. Cervera et al. (2003, 2004) demonstrated that mesh dependency effects in
localisation problems are not attributed exclusively on the local nature of the constitu-
tive model rather than to spurious pressure oscillations (Fig. 1.2). To mitigate numer-
ical convergence difficulties, they suggested the use of mixed pressure/displacement
finite element formulation (so called “hybrid”) to satisfy the isochoric plastic deforma-
tions of J2-flow theory in combination with the so-called “fracture energy regularisation
technique” (also referred to as “smeared band approach”), to ensure that dissipated en-
ergy during ductile fracture is properly scaled with the element size. Using this compu-
tational framework, Cervera et al. (2004); Cervera and Chiumenti (2009) implemented
linear/exponential softening functions to simulate the mechanical response of bench-
mark problems, and the results were free of mesh dependency. In a follow up paper
by the same authors [Cervera and Chiumenti (2006)], the isotropic Rankine damage
model was also implemented, while more elaborate mixed finite element formulations
were presented in [Cervera et al. (2010b,a, 2015)]. It should be noticed that the stud-
ies in [Cervera et al. (2003, 2004); Cervera and Chiumenti (2006, 2009); Cervera et al.
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(2010b,a, 2015)] focused on monotonic loading conditions, while the numerical results
obtained with the proposed simulation methodology were not validated with respect to
physical experimental data.
Figure 1.2: Perforated strip specimen subjected to axial loading. Pressure profile
observed using (a) standard and (b) mixed (“hybrid”) finite elements [Cervera et al.
(2004)].
1.2.2.4 Discussion on simulation of cyclic plasticity-damage
Overall, several efforts have been reported on the numerical implementation of coupled
cyclic plasticity-damage models in an implicit manner [Doghri (1995); Lemaitre and
Desmorat (2005); Bonora et al. (2014)]. However, the corresponding numerical
schemes have been limited to specific hardening rules or damage models, while the
resulting integration schemes and consistent linearisation methodologies are subject
to further optimisation for large-scale computations. Furthermore, the proposed
numerical schemes and the corresponding simulation methodologies are validated
against small-scale material tests or benchmark problems. This validation approach
sets some questions regarding the ability of the proposed numerical schemes to
predict low-cycle fatigue failure of large-scale structural components. Therefore,
the numerical simulation of low-cycle fatigue on metal components is examined in
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the present Thesis, using robust numerical models with emphasis on constitutive
modelling.
1.2.3 Low-cycle fatigue of tubular welded X-joints
Welded tubular joints are considered critical structural components of offshore plat-
forms. In particular, their fatigue performance is strongly influenced by the magnitude
of the applied cyclic loading. Fatigue failures, which are attributed to repeated loading
at relatively low stress amplitude, are described as high-cycle fatigue and are associated
with more than 104 load cycles [Bai and Jin (2016)]. On the other hand, under extreme
cyclic loading, such as severe earthquakes or storm conditions, offshore structural sys-
tems and their components are subjected to repeated large inelastic strains. In those
extreme cases, failure may occur under a small number of load cycles (less than 100)
and is defined as “ultra low-cycle fatigue”, referred to as ULCF. It has been shown ex-
perimentally that in welded tubular joints, subjected to repeated inelastic loading, crack
initiation and propagation is very fast, leading to stiffness and strength degradation af-
ter a relatively small number of cycles [Skallerud (1992)]. Despite the large number of
published work on the high-cycle fatigue of welded tubular joints, the low-cycle fatigue
behaviour of such joints has received substantially less attention. Experimental results
concerning ultra low-cycle fatigue tests have been reported in several publications [Nip
et al. (2010); Weigand and Berman (2012); Dong et al. (2014)] but those tests concern
small-scale specimens which may not be able to represent the multi-axial state of stress
in welded tubular joints. On the other hand, low-cycle fatigue tests on welded tubular
joints have been quite limited, especially for the ULCF regime. An early experimental
study concerning tubular X-joints was reported by Baba et al. (1981). Welded speci-
mens were tested under low-cycle fatigue loading in an attempt to correlate the induced
hot-spot stress range with the number of cycles to failure. The impact of welding de-
fects, size effects and residual stresses was also examined. Experimental results on
the ultra low-cycle fatigue performance of tubular welded joints were also reported by
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Tremblay et al. (2003) and a few years later by Li et al. (2014). Both investigations
[Tremblay et al. (2003); Li et al. (2014)] focused on relatively slender bracing con-
nections, and low-cycle failure was attributed to elastoplastic buckling upon repeated
loading. Thorough investigations on low-cycle fatigue of steel welded joints have been
presented in [Vegte et al. (1989); Health and Safety Executive (2004)], analysing a
large set of experimental data. The studies reported that thickness effects are less pro-
nounced in low-cycle fatigue in comparison to high-cycle fatigue, while a lower mean
slope is observed in the logS− logN plot. Additional experimental data were pub-
lished by Skallerud et al. (1995) and Scavuzzo et al. (1998) concerning the low-cycle
fatigue performance of tubular welded components. More specifically, Skallerud et al.
(1995) examined experimentally large-scale T-joints, fabricated from seamless tubes
with yield strength of 360 MPa. Four specimens were tested under intense cyclic axial
loading and failure occurred between 7 and 70 load cycles. The ultra low-cycle fatigue
endurance was assessed in terms of hot-spot strains and the comparison with the AWS
D.1.1-83 (1983) curves highlighted the conservativeness of the code. Scavuzzo et al.
(1998) tested 29 carbon steel and 9 stainless steel butt-welded tubes under four-point
cyclic bending, leading the specimens to failure within 200 - 2x106 load cycles and pro-
viding further information regarding the transition between high-cycle and low-cycle
fatigue. A unified design methodology, applicable to high-cycle fatigue and low-cycle
fatigue, was recently proposed by Pei and Dong (2019) and Pei et al. (2019), suggesting
the use of an equivalent structural strain parameter (∆E) in combination with a master
∆E−N curve for assessing the fatigue life of a structural component. Alternatively, an
energy-based approach has also been proposed for low-cycle fatigue, that relates the
dissipated energy per load cycle to the number of cycles to failure [Fekete (2015); Shi
et al. (2018)].
Design methodologies for high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue of regular steel welded
joints have been established over the years [Itoga et al. (2003); Yildirim and Marquis
(2012)]. On the other hand, less attention has been paid to the fatigue performance of
welded tubular components made of high-strength steel material, especially for their
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low-cycle fatigue behaviour and design [Health and Safety Executive (2004)]. Valu-
able experimental data concerning the low-cycle fatigue performance of high-strength
steel tubular welded connections were reported in a series of publications by Waalen
and Berge (2005), Boge et al. (2007) and Hochman et al. (2010). T-joints, fabricated
from seamless tubes with yield strength of 500 MPa and chord diameter and thickness
of 323.8 mm and 15.9 mm were tested under cyclic in-plane bending, out-of plane
bending and axial loading, resulting in low-cycle fatigue failure between 3,000 and
200,000 loading cycles. The experimental results obtained from the three studies were
compared with a large data-set and design provisions, and new S−N curves were pro-
posed for the low-cycle fatigue range corresponding to less than 105 load cycles. More
recently, experimental data concerning welded tubular X-joints, with yield strength
higher than 700 MPa, under strong cyclic loading, were presented by Varelis et al.
(2016, 2020). The comparison of the experimental results with existing design pro-
visions highlighted the conservative predictions of available design equations for the
fatigue life of welded joints made of high-strength steel material within the low-cycle
fatigue regime.
Drawing from the limited experimental data on the low-cycle fatigue performance of
high-strength steel, an experimental campaign is conducted considering large-scale
tubular X-joints. This work aims in providing additional data for establishing a design
methodology for high-strength steel welded tubular joints exhibiting ultra low-cycle
fatigue.
1.2.4 Summary
The topics discussed in Sections 1.2.1 - 1.2.3 are investigated in the Thesis with the
purpose of contributing to the state of the art. The accurate simulation of multi-axial
ratcheting in circular tubular components is examined in Chapter 2. A new numerical
integration scheme is developed and it is validated against large-scale tests in tubular
components. Next, the simulation of cyclic plasticity-damage response in metal alloys
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is investigated in Section 3 using advanced numerical simulations with emphasis on
constitutive modelling. Following, the experimental data reported from testing large-
scale tubular welded connections and the supporting numerical simulation results are
presented Chapter 4. The Thesis closes with the most important conclusions and
recommendations for future work, discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Numerical simulation of ratcheting in
piping components
2.1 Introduction
The numerical simulation of multi-axial material ratcheting in steel circular tubular
components subjected to cyclic inelastic loading is examined in the present Chapter.
Material deterioration due to cyclic loading is neglected at this stage and emphasis is
given to accurate prediction of plastic strain and its evolution using cyclic elastoplastic
material models. The investigation is numerical, supported with corresponding experi-
mental data wherever available.
A numerical scheme is developed for the implementation of an advanced cyclic plas-
ticity model, suitable for simulating the mechanical response of thin-walled structures
subjected to inelastic cyclic loading. The proposed numerical scheme is implemented
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within the commercial finite element software ABAQUS (2016) as a material user sub-
routine and its efficiency and capabilities are demonstrated through the numerical anal-
ysis of large-scale cyclic bending experiments on steel pipe elbows. Following, the pro-
posed numerical scheme is employed to investigate ratcheting collapse of high-strength
stainless steel dented offshore pipelines subjected to cyclic axial loading.
2.2 Numerical implementation of an advanced ratchet-
ing constitutive model
The development of an implicit numerical scheme for simulating multi-axial material
ratcheting in metal components using advanced hardening rules is presented. In this
way, a robust numerical tool is developed for analysing metal tubular components, as
well as thin-walled structural components (with hollow or open section) under severe
cyclic loading, associated with repeated inelastic response. The model is formulated
specifically for plane stress conditions which are prompted for simulating tubular
components while feature computational efficiency in comparison to 3D formulations.
The constitutive relations of the material model are formulated on the basis of J2 plane-
stress projection cyclic elastoplasticity model [Simo and Taylor (1986)] with mixed
(isotropic and kinematic) nonlinear hardening. In particular, kinematic hardening is
considered in a general form extending the one proposed by Bari and Hassan (2002)
and allowing for integrating a wide range of cyclic-plasticity models reported in the
literature. Constitutive relations are integrated implicitly, and incremental update of the
internal variables is achieved through the solution of a single scalar equation, which
is solved using a robust numerical solution method. Consistent linearisation of the
integration algorithm is also provided in explicit form and the numerical integration
methodology presented herein is more robust in comparison to the one reported by
Rahman (2006). Furthermore, the accuracy of the proposed integration algorithm is
examined by means of iso-error maps.
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2.2.1 Constitutive relations
The constitutive relations are formulated explicitly for plane stress conditions using
a plane-stress projection J2 cyclic-plasticity model, considering nonlinear isotropic
hardening and an advanced nonlinear kinematic hardening rule written in a general
form, capable of representing a wide class of kinematic hardening models reported
in the literature. Throughout the Chapter, tensors are denoted with boldface symbols,
while the following relations apply between second-order tensors (a, b), fourth-order
tensors (M) and their Cartesian components ai j, bi j, Mi jkl .
a ·b = ai j bi j
Ma = Mi jkl akl
aMb = a · (Mb)
The strain tensor ε is additively decomposed to its elastic part ε e and plastic part ε p as
ε = ε e+ε p (2.1)

















It is underlined that the out-of-plane normal strain components ε33, εe33 and ε
p
33 are not
necessarily zero but they are not explicitly considered in the formulation. These are
treated as dependent variables, and are computed based on the plane stress constraints
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where v is the Poisson’s ratio. The constitutive model is formulated on the basis of
hyper-elasticity. Starting from a free energy potential similar to those presented by
Simo and Taylor (1986); Doghri (1993), the stress strain response is expressed through
the isotropic elastic moduli as follows:
σ =Mε e =D (ε −ε p) (2.4)
where M is the fourth-order elastic rigidity tensor, formulated for plane stress condi-
tions and defined with two material constants for isotropic materials; the Poisson’s ratio
(v) and the Young’s modulus (E). Limiting ourselves to small strain theory, the hyper-
elastic and the hypo-elastic version of the model lead to identical numerical integration
scheme.
Plane stress constraints require the out of plane components of the stress and the back-
stress tensors to be equal to zero (i.e. σ13 = σ23 = σ33 = 0, α13 = α23 = α33 = 0).




















s,a′ are the deviatoric components of the stress and the backstress tensor, respectively.
Components s33,and a′33 are not necessarily zero but they are not explicitly considered.
The kinematic hardening rule α is written in terms of N backstress equations as
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Defining the second-order tensor ξ as
ξ =σ −α (2.9)
the von-Mises yield criterion is expressed as follows [Simo and Taylor (1986)].
F(σ ,α ,εq) =
1
2
ξ Pξ − 1
3
k2(εq) = 0 (2.10)
or






k(εq) = 0 (2.11)
where the equivalent plastic strain εq will be defined in the sequence. Using associative







where λ̇ is the plastic multiplier. Differentiating Eq. (2.10) one obtains
ε̇
p = λ̇Pξ (2.13)
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The governing equation of the backstress tensor α is presented in rate form in Eq.































In Eq. (2.17), Ci and γi are the cyclic hardening parameters of the (i) backstress, δi
is the mutli-axial ratcheting parameter of each backstress tensor, 〈·〉 are the Macaulay
brackets, and ai is the so-called threshold term, which controls whether the recovery
term of the (i) backstress is active. Eq. (2.17) is a generalisation of the hardening
rule proposed by Bari and Hassan (2002), allowing intentionally for the consideration
of multiple multi-axial ratcheting parameters (δi), and different ai values for each
backstress tensor. This modification is motivated by the work of Rahman et al. (2008),
who argued that the use of different δi values for each backstress tensor may lead to
more accurate simulation of multi-axial ratcheting. Furthermore, Table 2.1 shows that
with the appropriate selection of Ci, γi, N, δi, ai, a wide range of hardening rules can
be readily described.
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Table 2.1: Available kinematic hardening rules.
Hardening rule Required material parameters
Generic form N, δi, ai, Ci, γi, i = 1,2, ...,N
Armstrong and Frederick (1966) N = 1, δ1 = 1, a1 = 0, C1, γ1
Bari and Hassan (2002) N = 4, δi = δ ′, a1−3 = 0, a4, C1−4, γ1−4
Chaboche (1986) N, δi = 1, ai = 0, Ci, γi
Chaboche (1991) N = 4, δi = 1, a1−3 = 0, a4, C1−4, γ1−4
Burlet and Cailletaud (1986) N = 1, δ1 = 0, a1 = 0




























where parameters Ci, γi, δi, ai should be calibrated from appropriate cyclic material
tests as proposed in [Bari and Hassan (2002); Rahman et al. (2008)]. The isotropic
hardening function k refers to the evolution of the yield surface size and k is assumed
to be a function of the equivalent plastic strain, k ≡ k(εq).
Enforcing the consistency condition on the yield surface, one obtains









ε̇q = 0 (2.21)
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In Eq. (2.22), modulus h is a scalar quantity which is defined as
































In Eq. (2.23), the prime (·)′ denotes differentiation of (·) with respect to εq. As
shown in [Simo and Taylor (1986)], in an isotropic material matrices P and M have
the same eigenvectors, which implies that these matrices commute, and therefore, it














Mep is a fourth-order symmetric tensor, expressing the continuum elastoplastic tangent
operator moduli.
2.2.2 Implicit integration of the constitutive model
An implicit numerical integration scheme of the above constitutive model is developed,
based on the Euler-backward integration technique. The methodologies presented in
[Jetteur (1986); Simo and Taylor (1986)] for classical elastoplasticity are extended to
the requirements of the present study. Starting with the internal variables (σ n, α n,
ε
p
n , εq,n) at the beginning of the current step tn, the trial stresses σ e are anticipated at
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increment tn+1 considering a purely elastic behaviour.
σ
e =M (ε n+1−ε pn) (2.26)
If the elastic prediction violates the yield condition,
F(σ e,α n,εq,n) =
1
2




an elastoplastic corrector should be considered. Starting from Eq. (2.4), the stress-
strain relation at the end of the increment can be evaluated using the Euler-backward
integration scheme as follows:
σ n+1 =M (ε en +∆ε −∆ε p) (2.28)
The remaining internal variables are integrated over the step [tn; tn+1] as shown in the
following set of equations.

















n +∆λPξ n+1 (2.31)





Combining Eqs. (2.26, 2.28 2.31), the stress tensor σ n+1 can be redefined as
σ n+1 =σ
e−∆λPMξ n+1 (2.33)
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The integration of the backstress tensor α over the incremental step [tn; tn+1] is
achieved by integrating Eq. (2.17) for each backstress tensor separately. Denoting




















Eq. (2.36) in its current form indicates that a closed form expression for tensor α in+1
cannot be obtained due to the presence of the dot product α in+1 ·nn+1. To proceed
further, both ends of Eq. (2.36) are multiplied by nn+1, and the scalar quantity (dot












Using Eq. (2.37), the backstress tensor α in+1 can be written in a straightforward
manner. Extending Eqs. (2.34-2.37) to multiple backstresses, the total backstress
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All terms in Eq. (2.38), including term χi, are integrated implicitly. Combining Eqs.



















































































































Finally, enforcing the von-Mises criterion at the end of the increment t = tn+1 (consis-
tency condition), it is required that the following equation is satisfied:








k2(εq,n+1) = 0 (2.44)
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k(εq,n+1) = 0 (2.45)
Substituting Eq. (2.40) in Eqs. (2.44 or 2.45), a single scalar equation with respect to
the plastic multiplier ∆λ is formed. Eq. (2.40) in its current form indicates that solving
Eqs. (2.44 or 2.45) in terms of ∆λ requires extensive calculations and matrix inversion
within the Newton’s method. However, regardless of the complexity of the constitutive
model employed herein, Eq. (2.45) can be simplified significantly and readily solved
with an iterative Newton’s method by extending the method proposed in [Simo and
Taylor (1986)] for classical elastoplasticity to more elaborate models considered in the
present study. This methodology is presented in detail in Section 2.2.3. The main
feature of the present integration algorithm is that allows the implementation of a
wide range of advanced hardening rules not yet available in leading commercial finite
element software. Furthermore, in comparison to other numerical schemes proposed
in the literature for plasticity models of similar fidelity [Aravas (1987); Hartmann et al.
(1998); Ohno et al. (2013)], the return-mapping stage of the constitutive integration
algorithm is reduced to the solution of a single scalar equation, increasing significantly
its computational efficiency.
2.2.3 Newton’s scheme of the integration algorithm
2.2.3.1 Evaluation of the consistency condition
The main challenge in implementing the proposed integration algorithm within the
finite element environment concerns the efficient solution of the consistency condition
(Eqs. 2.44 or 2.45). As mentioned in section 2.2.1, for an isotropic material the stress
rigidity tensor M and the projection matrix P commute because they have the same
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eigenvectors. In mathematical terms:
P =QΛPQt and M =QΛDQt (2.46)
where ΛP, ΛD and Q derive from the spectral decomposition of matrices M and P, and

























In Eq. (2.47), G is the only undefined material parameter and corresponds to the shear
modulus of the isotropic material. A new second-order tensor η is introduced, which
is defined as







−ξ 11n+1 +ξ 22n+1√
2ξ 12n+1
 (2.48)
By multiplying both parts of Eq. (2.40) by Qt , the internal variables at state tn+1 can
be expressed with respect to the trial anticipated values as
η n+1 = [(1+∆λρ1)I +∆λΛPΛD]
−1
η
e =Γη e (2.49)
where I is the 3×3 identity matrix and the scalar ρ1 has been presented in Eq. (2.42).
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is expressed with respect to the trial stress


















































where the scalar µi has been introduced in Eq. (2.34). With the aid of Eqs. (2.49-2.51),
the term Φ̄n+1 can be computed as
Φ̄n+1 =
√
ξ n+1Pξ n+1 =
√








































It can be shown that Eq. (2.53) decreases monotonically for ∆λ ∈ [0,∞] and thus, it
is ideally suited for a local iterative solution procedure employing Newton’s solution




the computation of which may not be very straightforward due to complexity of the
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is evaluated in the present section. Differentiating the
consistency condition expressed in Eq. (2.45), the derivative of Fn+1(∆λ ) with respect

































and the prime (·)′ indicates differentiation of (·) with respect to ∆λ . The derivatives
η
i j ′



























12 (Γ22 ≡ Γ33)
where terms Γi, j are the diagonal components of the fourth-order tensor Γ, expressed
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whereas the derivative ρ ′1 can be obtained as follows by differentiating Eq. (2.42) with


















































Collecting the terms in Eq. (2.58), one may write
ρ
′
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n+1, if χi 6= 0
0, if χi = 0
(2.63)
where α ′ in+1 is the derivative of the backstress tensor with respect to ∆λ . The derivative
α ′ in+1 may be computed analytically by differentiating Eq. (2.38) or numerically as











where (k) denotes the current iteration within the Newton’s scheme. Both methods for
evaluating α ′ in+1 are equally efficient. Furthermore, the derivatives η
e′
i j are computed
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Substituting Eqs. (2.57-2.65) into Eq. (2.56), and after some mathematical manipula-
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evaluated using Eq. (2.54), and this is employed for the solution of Fn+1(∆λ ) = 0. It
should be clarified that within Newton’s scheme, the scalar quantities ρ1, µi and vi are
computed using the values of the internal variables obtained from the previous iterative
step of the Newton’s method. This is dictated by the complexity of the constitutive
model. Nevertheless, this mathematical approach does not influence the performance
of the algorithm, as convergence is achieved within limited iterations.
2.2.4 Accuracy assessment
The accuracy of the proposed numerical integration scheme is examined with the
development of iso-error maps [Simo and Taylor (1986); Ohno et al. (2013); Krieg and
Krieg (1977); Schreyer et al. (1979); Ortiz and Popov (1985); Hartmann and Haupt
(1993)]. Towards this purpose, three points are considered on the initial yield surface.
These points are shown in Fig. 2.1, labeled as “A”, “B” and “C” and correspond to
“uniaxial tension”, “biaxial tension” and “pure shear” states of stress. Then, a sequence
of strain increments is applied at each of these stress points using a strain tensor of




, and the integration algorithm presented in
Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 is employed to calculate the corresponding states of stress.
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In Eq. (2.73), s is the deviatoric component of the stress tensor computed based on the
prescribed ∆ε with the use of a single integration step and s is the stress component
obtained after a sufficient number of steps, corresponding to the “exact” solution.
Figure 2.1: Points “A”, “B”, “C” in the yield surface, which are used for the
development of the iso-error maps.
Iso-error maps are drawn using the hardening models proposed by Chaboche (1986)
and Bari and Hassan (2002), referred to in the following as “CH” and “BH”, respec-
tively. The iso-error maps have also considered the material parameters presented in
Table 2.4. These have been selected according to material tests on steel grade P355N,
to be presented in detail in Section 2.3.3. In the iso-error analysis nonlinear isotropic
hardening is considered and four backstress tensors are employed to simulate kinematic
hardening [Chaboche (1991); Bari and Hassan (2002)].
The iso-error maps developed for points “A”, “B” and “C” with the use of hardening
models CH and BH are presented in Figs. (2.2-2.4). The values on the x and the y axes
of Figs. (2.2-2.4) correspond to the normalised normal and shear strain increments,
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and the normalisation parameters are εy = σy/E and γy = σy/(
√
3G).
The percentage error values reported with the use of both models show that for rela-
tively small strain increments, the integration error increases proportionally with the
applied strain amplitude, whereas for significantly large strain increments, the corre-
sponding error decreases gradually. This behaviour is partly attributed to the fact that
the stress tensor may not be parallel to the back-stress tensor. Clearly, for large strain
amplitudes, the kinematic hardening is saturated, leading to lower numerical integra-
tion error.
The comparison of the results obtained through models CH and BH indicates that the
integration error is within the same order of magnitude. More specifically, the percent-
age error values reported in Figs. (2.2-2.4) range between 0%-13%, and these error
values are satisfactory in comparison to error values reported in other numerical in-
tegration schemes in the literature [e.g. Hartmann and Haupt (1993); Chaboche and
Cailletaud (1996)].
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Model: BH, Point: A
Figure 2.2: Iso-error maps developed for CH and BH hardening models, starting from
point A on the yield surface (uniaxial tension).
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Model: BH, Point: B
Figure 2.3: Iso-error maps developed for CH and BH hardening models, starting from
point B on the yield surface (biaxial tension).
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Model: BH, Point: C
Figure 2.4: Iso-error maps developed for CH and BH hardening models, starting from
point C on the yield surface (pure shear).
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2.2.5 Consistent jacobian
An analytical derivation of the consistent tangent operator moduli is presented in this
section, contributing to the robustness of the proposed numerical scheme used in the
finite element environment. The methodology is thoroughly presented considering
the generalised form of the kinematic hardening rule in Eq. (2.38). The proposed
consistent moduli can be used for a wide range of kinematic hardening rules presented
in Table 2.1 by adjusting properly the value of parameters N, Ci, γi, δi and χi.













































































, if χi 6= 0
0, if χi = 0
(2.79)
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Starting from Eq. (2.38), the derivate of backstress tensor α n+1 at stage tn+1 with






























































Elaborating the terms in Eq. (2.81) and using Eqs. (2.75)-(2.79), the derivative
∂α n+1
∂∆ε
































































where Aξi , A
a1, Aa2, Aa3, Adξi and A
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Inserting Eq. (2.82) into Eq. (2.80), the derivative
∂σ n+1
∂∆ε
can be expressed with
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is evaluated by differentiating the consistency condition.
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It can be readily shown that for ∆λ → 0, modulus H is identical to modulus h presented
in Eq. (2.23). Finally, inserting Eq. (2.96) into Eq. (2.90), the consistent tangent
moduli takes the following form.
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In comparison with the continuum operator moduli Mep in Eq. (2.25), the consistent
tangent moduli MLep are non-symmetric. It can be verified that Eq. (2.98) is consistent
with the corresponding integration algorithm as for ∆λ → 0, the algorithmic moduli of
Eq. (2.98) become equal to the tangent moduli presented in Eq. (2.25). Summarising
the integration scheme and the consistent moduli presented in Sections 2.2.2, 2.2.3
and 2.2.5, the methodology for the solution of the incremental problem is presented in
Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Summary of the incremental solution procedure.
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n , εq,n+1 = εq,n
If F > 0 elasto-plastic correction is necessary
†Newton’s scheme, set ∆λ = ∆λ 0 (initial guess, typically equal to 0.0)
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<tolerance (e.g. 10−4), if not satisfied, repeat
Update internal variables and evaluate MLep
Update ξ n+1 ξ n+1 =Qη n+1
Update α n+1













































Update σ n+1 σ n+1 = ξ n+1 +α n+1
Update MLep

































† Quantities µi, vi, ρ1 and χi are evaluated using the values of the internal variables obtained in the
previous step of the Newton’s scheme.
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2.3 Validation of proposed numerical scheme against
ratcheting experiments on pipe elbows
The numerical scheme presented in Section 2.2 is implemented within the finite ele-
ment software ABAQUS (2016) as a material user subroutine. Following, it is em-
ployed to examine the capabilities of three advanced kinematic hardening rules in
predicting the multi-axial ratcheting response measured in physical experiments. The
kinematic hardening rules under consideration are calibrated based on the available
cyclic material tests, and a set of large-scale experiments on steel pipe elbows sub-
jected to strong cyclic loading [Pappa et al. (2012)] are simulated numerically. The
efficiency of the hardening rules in predicting the mechanical behaviour of the pipe
elbows is examined in terms of force-displacement response, local strain range and
accumulation, and the corresponding cross-sectional ovalization.
2.3.1 Experimental program
The experiments under consideration have been conducted at Delft University of
Technology in the course of a large European research project INDUSE [Pappa et al.
(2012); Varelis et al. (2013); Varelis and Karamanos (2015)] on pipe elbows (also
referred to as “bends”), a common mechanical component in industrial facilities that
exhibits multi-axial ratcheting response under cyclic inelastic loading. The specimens
consist of 8-inch diameter SCH40 long-radius induction bends with bend ratio of R/D
= 1.5, where R is the radius of bend (328.65 mm), and D is the pipe diameter (219.1
mm). The pipe bends are welded to two straight pipes of length equal to five times the
diameter (L = 1100 mm). The nominal outer diameter and thickness are equal to 219.1
mm and 8.18 mm, while the base material of the specimen is steel P355N according
to BS EN 10216-1 (2013). Thickness measurements were conducted in each specimen
prior to testing, indicating variations on the pipe bend thickness, which could be up to
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25% higher than the nominal value, especially at the intrados area. A photograph of the
experimental set-up is presented in Fig. 2.5. The ends of the straight pipes are capped
with steel plates, welded on the specimen. The specimen is loaded through a horizontal
hydraulic actuator connected to one end of the specimen with a hinge, while the other
end is pin-supported to facilitate the displacement-control testing conditions. The pipe
elbow specimens feature a characteristic example of multi-axial ratcheting response.
Although tested under displacement-controlled conditions, they exhibit accumulation
of plastic strain in both hoop and axial direction, attributed to the significant ovalization
of the pipe bend cross-section.
Figure 2.5: Experimental set-up of the elbow specimen [source: Pappa et al. (2012)].
The specimens are instrumented to record the cross-sectional ovalization at the bend
and strains in the hoop and the axial direction. Axial strain measurements are examined
at extrados and intrados locations where maximum values are expected. On the other
hand, hoop strain is maximised at the elbow flank location where five strain gauges
were attached as shown in Fig. 2.6. Strain gauge 5 is located exactly at the flank, while
the distance between adjacent strain gauges is equal to 3 mm and 6 mm with respect
to the axial and the hoop direction. The experimental campaign [Pappa et al. (2012)]
consists of seven tests and the test conditions of each specimen are summarised in Table
2.3.
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Table 2.3: Testing conditions.
Test E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8
Displacement
amplitude (mm)
± 70 ± 100 ± 150 ± 200 ± 250 ± 300
Increasing
amplitude
Figure 2.6: Location of strain gauges at elbow flank [source: Pappa et al. (2012)].
2.3.2 Finite element model
A finite element model, which employs the proposed numerical scheme through
an appropriate material user-subroutine (UMAT) is developed in the finite element
package ABAQUS (2016) to simulate the experimental procedure. The experimental
set-up, presented in Fig. 2.5, is doubly symmetric and allows for modelling only 1/4
of the specimen with the use of the appropriate boundary conditions. Therefore, the
finite element model employed (Fig. 2.7) consists of a straight tube connected through
tie constraints with the half bend. It should be clarified that the weld geometry is not
modelled as it would require the use of 3D elements and multiple coupling constraints.
A preliminary numerical analysis showed that modelling of the weld geometry has
a minimum impact on the results. The thickness measurements conducted on the
specimens prior to testing indicated that the elbow is thicker than the straight pipe.
This is taken into account in the finite element model by considering a thickness of
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9.1 mm for the bend. In addition, a reference point, RP-1, is kinematically coupled
with the edge nodes of the straight tube to simulate the roller support and the capping
conditions applied during testing. Point RP-1 is free to rotate around the z axis, while
the displacement with respect to x axis is prescribed and corresponds to the horizontal
displacement applied during testing.
A preliminary sensitivity analysis has been conducted to identify an optimised mesh.
The use of linear as well as high-order finite elements was examined, showing that
both simulation methods do not suffer from locking phenomena. The results of the
sensitivity study showed that 10 mm×10 mm linear 4-node finite elements (S4) with
five integration points through the shell thickness are adequate for meshing the elbow
bend. Furthermore, the straight pipe is meshed using a single bias meshing technique,
and the element size varies from 10 mm×10 mm near the bend to 10 mm×30 mm at
the capped end.
Figure 2.7: Meshed finite element model of the test specimen using plane stress (shell-
type) elements.
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2.3.3 Calibration of the constitutive models
The accuracy of the numerical predictions depends strongly on the proper calibration
of the constitutive models. For this purpose, strip specimens (coupons) have been
extracted from the longitudinal and the transverse direction of similar pipe bends (of the
same heat) to examine the cyclic properties of the steel material P355N in the inelastic
range. The strip specimens were tested under strain-controlled and stress-controlled
conditions to investigate the cyclic hardening and the uni-axial ratcheting response of
the steel material [Pappa et al. (2012)]. The experiments on strip specimens showed
very similar stress-strain response for the coupons extracted from the longitudinal and
the transverse direction, indicating an isotropic material.
In the present investigation, the capabilities of three advanced kinematic hardening
rules are evaluated. The hardening parameters of the employed constitutive model
are selected in accordance with Table 2.1 to describe the hardening rules proposed
by Chaboche (1986), Chaboche (1991) and Bari and Hassan (2002). For simplicity the
corresponding hardening rules are denoted as “CH”, “Mod. CH” and “BH”. Hardening
models CH and BH have already been presented in Section 2.2.4 for the needs of the
iso-error analysis. It is expected that the proposed constitutive model in its generic
form (Table 2.1) may provide more accurate ratcheting predictions, but its calibration
requires biaxial material test data which are not available herein. Therefore, we limit
our investigation in these three hardening rules.
A sensitivity analysis has been performed with the purpose of identifying the best
set of material parameters to fit the experimental data. In the BH model, multi-
axial ratcheting experiments should be preferably used to calibrate the multi-axial
ratcheting parameters δi [Bari and Hassan (2002); Rahman et al. (2008)], but such
tests are not available in the present experimental program. In the present study,
models CH, Mod. CH and BH are calibrated considering (a) the hysteresis response
recorded from strain-controlled material tests at 2.2% strain amplitude, and (b) the
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ratcheting response obtained from uni-axial ratcheting tests (stress-controlled tests) at
a load ratio R = −0.8 associated with severe plastic reversal. Kinematic hardening is
simulated using four backstress tensors as proposed in [Chaboche (1991); Bari and
Hassan (2002)] and isotropic hardening is described with an exponential function




, where Q∞ and b are the isotropic hardening
parameters, defined from appropriate material tests. The selected material parameters
are presented in Table 2.4.
The resulting stress-strain plots and the ratcheting results obtained from material tests
and numerical simulations are presented in Figs. (2.8-2.9). In the strain-controlled
response, shown in Fig. 2.8, all three hardening rules provide similar results and hence,
a single line plot is used, denoted as “numerical” in Fig. 2.8. All three models are also
capable of predicting quite accurately the stress-controlled tests within the first 100
load cycles as shown in Fig. 2.9. It should be noted that the ratcheting predictions
of Mod. CH and BH models are almost identical because the effect of multi-axial
ratcheting parameter δ is less evident under uni-axial loading conditions [Bari and
Hassan (2002)].



















Figure 2.8: Stress-strain response obtained from strain-controlled material tests [strip
specimens from 8-inch P355N, SCH40 bends Pappa et al. (2012)] and numerical
simulations.
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Figure 2.9: Maximum/minimum strain observed in stress-controlled material tests
[strip specimens from 8-inch P355N, SCH40 bends Pappa et al. (2012)] at stress ratio
R=-0.8 and numerical simulations.
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2.3.4 Numerical simulation results
The experimental data obtained from the seven specimens (E2 - E8) are numerically
simulated with the use of the finite element model presented in Section 2.3.2, equipped
with the proposed numerical scheme, which is implemented as a material subroutine
UMAT. The purpose of the simulations is to highlight the numerical efficiency of
the proposed numerical scheme and demonstrate that elaborate hardening rules are
required for simulating accurately multi-axial ratcheting in structural components
subjected to cyclic inelastic loading. The accuracy of the numerical analyses is assessed
with respect to experimental data in terms of force-displacement response, local strain
amplitude and accumulation with respect to the loading cycles and local ovalization
values at the elbow flank. The numerical analyses are limited to the first 50 cycles of
the experiments, where experimental measurements are available. It is noted that after
a substantial number of load cycles, subject to testing conditions, material degradation
initiates and influences the mechanical response, leading to low-cycle fatigue. In this
case, cyclic elastoplasticity constitutive models coupled with damage are required to
simulate the response of the pipe elbow specimens, but such a formulation lays outside
the scope of the present study.
From a computational standpoint, all numerical simulations were completed within
less than two hours using a standard four-node Xeon Processor at 2.4Gh with 2GB
Ram per node. Furthermore, additional analyses were conducted using ABAQUS
(2016) built-in Chaboche (1986) cyclic plasticity model, and in all four cases (i.e.
CH, Mod. CH, BH and ABAQUS) global convergence is achieved in 3 iterations
per increment. The performance of the proposed algorithm has also been examined
in terms of local convergence by computing the maximum number of local iterations
required in each integration point of the model at every increment. The maximum
number of local iterations within Newton’s scheme, observed by scanning the entire
model was less than 15, demonstrating the robustness of the proposed integration
algorithm. Therefore, in addition to fast global convergence, local convergence is
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also achieved in limited number of iterations. Comparison with the ABAQUS built-
in model in terms of local convergence may not be available as such information is not
provided to the user.
2.3.4.1 Force-displacement response
The accuracy of the numerical scheme equipped with the aforementioned advanced
kinematic hardening rules is examined in terms of force-displacement response. The
hysteresis response of experiments E2 - E7 and the force amplitude obtained from
specimen E8, tested under increasing displacement amplitude, are presented in Figs,
(2.10, 2.11). In terms of force-displacement response, the three hardening models pro-
vide negligible differences in their predictions and thus, a common plot is considered
denoted as “numerical”. It should be underlined that the additional features incorpo-
rated in the Mod. CH and BH hardening models may not affect significantly the global
structural response, especially during the initial loading cycles where plastic strains
are relatively low. The good comparison between experimental data and numerical
predictions shows that the present numerical scheme is capable of simulating quite





















































Figure 2.10: Experimentally and numerically obtained force amplitude of specimen
E8.
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Figure 2.11: Experimentally and numerically obtained force-displacement response of
specimens E2 - E7.
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2.3.4.2 Local strains
The accurate prediction of local strains at the critical locations is essential for the de-
sign of piping components under low-cycle fatigue. Pipe elbows subjected to strong
in-plane cyclic bending experience intense yielding around the elbow flank area and
ratchet significantly in the hoop direction of the pipe [Yahiaoui et al. (1996a,b)]. There-
fore, comparisons between experimental and numerical results are provided in terms
of hoop strains at the elbow flank area. Wherever available, longitudinal strain mea-
surements at extrados and intrados are also examined. The accuracy of the numerical
model is examined by comparing the experimental results with numerical predictions
in terms of maximum and minimum strain values for a significant number of cycles.
In specimen E2, subjected to displacement amplitude of ±70 mm, hoop strain mea-
surements obtained at gauge 3 and gauge 5 (Fig. 2.6) are examined. Fig. 2.12 shows
that hardening model CH over-predicts material ratcheting. Larger differences are ob-
served at the flank location (Fig. 2.12a), which become less significant when focusing
on gauge 3 and the corresponding predictions (Fig. 2.12b). Hardening models Mod.
CH and BH provide more accurate predictions. In particular the BH model provides the
most accurate predictions in comparison with the experimental measurements. With re-
spect to measurements of longitudinal strain obtained at the intrados and the extrados
of the pipe elbow (Fig. 2.13), the measured strains are rather low and exhibit negligible
ratcheting, so that the three models appear to provide satisfactory results.
(a)





































































Figure 2.12: Hoop strain evolution observed at the elbow flank of specimen E2.
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Figure 2.13: Longitudinal strain evolution observed at the intrados and extrados of
specimen E2.
The analysis of specimen E3 (Fig. 2.14) subjected to displacement amplitude of ±100
mm shows that the differences in the results obtained with the three hardening models
follow the same trends observed in specimen E2. However, in this case, the differences
between Mod. CH and BH become more pronounced. In addition, the BH model
provides the most accurate predictions with respect to experimental data.

































Figure 2.14: Hoop strain range evolution observed at the elbow flank of specimens
E3.
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Specimen E4 has been subjected to displacement amplitude of ±150 mm, and hoop
strain measurements have been interrupted in less than 20 load cycles due to large
values of strain and failure of the strain gauge. Furthermore, longitudinal strain
measurements at extrados are provided for the first 50 cycles, but no measurements
have been obtained at elbow intrados due to strain gauge detachment at early stage
of testing. The strain gauge 5, located exactly at the crown location, detached quite
early, at the 7th load cycle (Fig. 2.15a), whereas gauge 4 failed after 18 cycles. In
both cases, the superiority of the advanced hardening models Mod. CH and BH over
the more conventional model CH is obvious, even within the above limited number
of load cycles. Model CH predicts fairly well the minimum strain in every load
cycle but over-predicts the value of the strain range. On the other hand, the results
obtained with model BH compare very well with the experimental data. This is also
illustrated in Fig. 2.15(c) which presents the evolution of the hoop strain at the elbow
flank during the test and the numerical simulation. Similar conclusions are drawn
from Fig. 2.16, which shows the evolution of the longitudinal strains at the extrados
location. The results obtained with the use of Mod. CH and BH models are close to the
experimental measurements, while model CH over-predicts significantly the maximum
strain. Furthermore, the strain ratcheting and the gradual reduction of ratcheting rate
predicted by the BH model is in good agreement with the corresponding experimental
data, as shown in Figs. (2.15-2.16).
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Figure 2.15: Hoop strain evolution observed at the elbow flank of specimen E4.

































Figure 2.16: Longitudinal strain evolution observed at the extrados of specimens E4.
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Strain measurements in specimen E5 are not available exactly at the crown location due
to early failure of the corresponding strain gauge, and comparisons of the numerical
predictions with strain readings from gauge 3 are shown in Fig. 2.17. As expected,
ratcheting is less severe at this location and the corresponding strain amplitudes are
limited to ±2.5% regardless of the large induced displacements. The results obtained
from the three hardening models have similar accuracy with respect to the experimental
results, whereas model BH provides better accuracy on the value of the maximum
induced hoop strain in every load cycle. Contour plots illustrating the distribution
of hoop strains on the inner and the outer surface of specimen E5 are presented in
Fig. 2.18, corresponding to the first load cycle at maximum closing and opening
displacement, obtained with the BH model. The location of maximum hoop strain
at the inner and the outer surface of the elbow is observed. In addition, Fig. 2.19 shows
the evolution of the equivalent plastic strain (denoted as SDV7 in UMAT) at the outer
surface of the pipe bend, during the first 28 load cycles.



































Figure 2.17: Hoop strain evolution observed near the elbow flank of specimens E5.
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Figure 2.18: Distribution of hoop strain at inner and outer surface at the maximum
closing/opening displacement of specimen E5 at the first loading cycle (hardening
model BH).
Figure 2.19: Evolution of plastic hoop strain in specimen E5 over the load cycles,
obtained with the use of BH hardening model.
Hoop strain accumulation at the elbow flank area of specimens E6 - E8 has also
been obtained, and is presented in Fig. (2.20-2.22). In these experiments, applied
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displacement amplitude is significantly high and the specimens failed under low-
cycle fatigue by forming a through-thickness crack in less than 16 load cycles. The
available experimental data for local strain are very limited, because the majority of
the strain gauges reached their capacity or detached from the pipe quite early during
testing of those specimens. Fig. 2.20 and Fig. 2.21 show that the numerical models
simulate the maximum strain in specimens E6 and E7 accurately, but fail to predict
accurately the evolution of the minimum strain over the load cycles. This discrepancy
is attributed to the gradual detachment of the strain gauges from the pipe elbow surface.
Numerical results obtained from specimen E8, subjected to an increasing amplitude
loading protocol [European Convention for Constructional Steelwork (1968)], are also
provided in Fig. 2.22. The numerical results compare very well with the experimental
measurements, demonstrating the accuracy and the efficiency of the numerical scheme.




































Figure 2.20: Hoop strain evolution observed near the elbow flank of specimens E6.
































Figure 2.21: Hoop strain evolution observed near the elbow flank of specimens E7.
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Figure 2.22: Hoop strain evolution observed near the elbow flank of specimens E8.
2.3.4.3 Cross-section ovalization at bend
In addition to strains, numerical predictions in terms of cross-sectional ovalization are
presented. A special apparatus, shown in Fig. 2.6, has been used to measure the
change of diameter in the vertical direction at the crown location (Dvc) during the
experiments [Pappa et al. (2012)]. Fig. 2.23 shows the normalized flattening values
(“ovalization”) obtained both experimentally and numerically through the simulation






where D is the nominal diameter and Dvc is the distance between pipe elbow intrados
and extrados at the stage of maximum opening/closing displacement. Fig. 2.23
shows that the increase of applied displacement amplitude leads to higher ovalization.
Furthermore, the ovalization values increase only slightly with respect to the loading
cycles, an observation verified by both the experimental data and the numerical results,
obtained from all three hardening models. Therefore, the corresponding ovalization
values are plotted in the bar-chart of Fig. 2.23 in one bar, denoted as “numerical”. The
chart shows that ovalization of specimens E2-E7 depends on the loading amplitude and
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ranges between 3% and 15% for the cases examined in the present work. Furthermore,
minor differences are observed between the maximum closing and opening ovalization
values in both cases. The good comparison between the numerical results and the
experimental data shows that the numerical scheme equipped with the three hardening
rules under consideration is capable of providing quite satisfactory predictions of pipe
elbow ovalization.
















Figure 2.23: Experimentally and numerically obtained ovalization values of specimens
E2-E7.
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2.4 Locally-dented offshore pipelines subjected to
cyclic axial loading
The mechanical response of externally-pressurized dented pipes, subjected to cyclic
axial loading, is examined with the use of finite element models. The work is
undertaken as a first part of a large-scale project, which involves the cooperation of
The University of Edinburgh with Tianjin University, on the structural integrity of deep
offshore pipelines. The research work is motivated by the mechanical response of
offshore pipelines, which are often subjected to cyclic loading during installation or
operation and may collapse because of accumulation of plastic deformations at the
dent area. In this study, pipe segments are subjected to cyclic axial loading, in the
presence of constant external pressure. Prior to the application of external pressure and
axial loading, the pipes are locally dented, in the form of a “smooth dent” or “local
ovalization”, so that collapse initiates at the dent area. The investigation concerns thick
pipes of outer diameter D = 51 mm and thickness t = 2 mm made of high-strength
stainless steel. The dimensions are chosen based on the pipe specimen sizes to be
tested in the laboratory of Tianjin University.
At this stage the work is numerical, while an extensive experimental campaign is
expected to initiate in the near future. A finite element model is developed in the finite
element package ABAQUS (2016) and the numerical scheme presented in Section
2.2 is employed to simulate the mechanical response of externally-pressurized dented
pipes. The material parameters of the constitutive model under consideration are
calibrated by matching the limited experimental data that are available at this point
with stress-strain curves reported in the literature.
The interaction between tensile/compressive loading and external pressure on intact
and dented pipes with D/t = 25.5 is examined. Two pipes with different dent magnitude
are selected and analysed under cyclic axial loading in the presence of external
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pressure. The numerical results are aimed at identifying the inter-relation between
the magnitude of the applied loading and the number of loading cycles to failure.
2.4.1 Finite element model
Material properties and geometric characteristics of the finite element model employed
in the present analyses are obtained based on the physical specimens at University
of Tianjin. The D/t ratio of the specimens is similar to those examined by Jiao and
Kyriakides (2009, 2011b) and equal to D/t = 25.5. The total length (L) considered
is equal to 44 times the diameter (L = 44D), ensuring the elimination of end-restraint
interferences. The analysis is divided in three steps. In the first step, two symmetric
dents are formed on the pipe surface by pressing two rigid cylindrical intenders
of diameter D1 (D1/D = 0.75) in the radial direction. In the following, external
pressure is gradually applied based on the prescribed value, amplifying further the
dent magnitude. In the last stage of the analysis, the pipe is loaded under monotonic or
cyclic tensile/compressive axial loading, in the presence of constant external pressure.
The numerical model is presented in Fig. 2.24. One end of the pipe is structurally
coupled with the reference point RP-1 for load application purposes, whereas the
other end is pin-supported. The denting tools are also shown in Fig. 2.24. These
are responsible for the formation of two “smooth” symmetrically placed dents, on the
upper and the bottom side of the pipe, and are modelled in ABAQUS (2016) as 3D
discrete rigid bodies. Two additional reference points (RP-2, RP-3) are used to control
the movement of the rigid denting tools. The set-up is symmetric, allowing modelling
1/8 of the total structure for computational efficiency, while symmetry conditions are
imposed with respect to “x”, “y” and “z” axes. Using those symmetry conditions,
global buckling phenomena are excluded and not considered.
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Figure 2.24: Finite element model of the pipe segment.
2.4.2 Calibration of the constitutive model
Accurate simulation of ratcheting depends strongly on the choice of the material model.
Coupon specimens have been extracted from the testing pipes for the purpose of
calibrating the constitutive model. Although the specimens are very thin, efforts were
made to test those coupon specimens under cyclic inelastic loading, but even with
the use of an anti-buckling device the specimens buckled in the first load reversal.
In the present study the available experimental data are limited to monotonic stress-
strain curve. In the absence of dedicated material testing, kinematic hardening is
simulated with the nonlinear hardening rule with multiple backstresses as proposed
by Chaboche (1986). The cyclic hardening parameters are calibrated by matching
the yield stress and the monotonic hardening response of the stainless steel material
to the cyclic material curves reported by Jiao and Kyriakides (2011b), obtained from
testing stainless steel material of grade SS304. The selected material parameters are
presented in Table 2.5. The resulting stress-strain curve obtained numerically and the
corresponding experimental data from tensile monotonic tests are presented in Fig.
2.25.
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Figure 2.25: Experimental results from monotonic material tests and cyclic strain-
stress curve for 2% strain amplitude.






















2.4.3 Simulation of denting procedure
In the first step of the numerical simulation, the denting tools which are modelled as
rigid rods are statically translated in the radial direction of the pipe to introduce two
symmetric smooth dents. In this step, the pipe is rigidly supported at the two ends,
while a vertical displacement is applied on the denting device. The relation between
the denting amplitude (δ ) and the pressing force (F) is depicted in Fig. 2.26, where the
denting displacement (δ ) is normalized based on the diameter of the pipe (δ/D). The
denting force is normalized according to the “plastic denting load” FV , employed by
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Reid and Bell (1982) and by Karamanos and Eleftheriadis (2004) and defined as




where, σ∗y is the yield stress under plain strain conditions (1.15σy), t and R are the
pipe thickness and radius and b is a characteristic width, taken equal to the diameter
of the indenter (D1). Two pipes with dents of 7.3% and 12.3% are examined and
will be referred to as “Pipe-1” and “Pipe-2”, respectively. Fig. 2.26 indicates that
dents of magnitude equal to 7.3% or 12.3% may be formed on the pipe subjected to
pressing force values (accidental damage) that may be found in practice. It should
be also mentioned that external pressure may noticeably amplify initial dents. The
numerical analyses showed that the application of external pressure levels beyond 50%
of the collapse pressure could lead to the increase of dent size up to 25%. Furthermore,
the “wavy” pattern of the load-displacement curves is due to contact algorithm and has
been noticed in previous publications [Karamanos and Eleftheriadis (2004)].
























Figure 2.26: Numerical simulation of denting procedure.
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2.4.4 Force-pressure interaction
The mechanical response of Pipe-1 and Pipe-2 is examined under monotonic axial
loading in order to evaluate the axial capacity of the pipes in the presence of exter-
nal pressure and draw the corresponding interaction diagrams. The investigation is
conducted for tensile and compressive loading at several pressure levels, ranging from
significantly low values up to the critical buckling pressure (pcrit). External pressure
is applied on the pipe first, and subsequently, keeping the external pressure constant,
axial load (tensile or compressive) is increased until the pipe collapses. The results are
presented graphically in Fig. 2.27 through the appropriate interaction curve. In Fig.
2.27, axial force is presented normalized according to the yield strength of the member
(Fy = σyA) while the pressure values are normalized with respect to the nominal yield
pressure of the pipe py; py = 2σyt/D with t being the thickness of the pipe. For com-
parison purposes, the results from the analysis of a non-dented (intact) pipe with δ/D =
0% are also presented to quantify the influence of the dent magnitude on the structural
capacity of the pipes. In the non-dented pipe, a negligible dent has been considered to
enable the computation of the critical buckling pressure.
Fig. 2.27 shows that the existence of a dent reduces considerably the critical buckling
pressure of the member; for Pipe-1 and Pipe-2 the buckling pressure is 23% and 36%
lower than that of the intact pipe (δ/D = 0%). Furthermore, the shape of the force-
pressure interaction curve is asymmetric for compressive and tensile loading, as shown
in Fig. 2.27. The squash load of the pipe is higher than the corresponding tensile
capacity under the same external pressure. This difference is attributed to the elasto-
plastic material response and the von Mises yield criterion, as shown schematically
in Fig. 2.28. The combination of tension (Ft) and external pressure leads to yielding
under lower axial loading in comparison to the corresponding case under compressive
loading.
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Fig. 2.29 depicts the collapsed configuration of Pipe-1 and Pipe-2 under external pres-
sure and axial loading. In Fig. 2.29, symmetry with respect to the longitudinal axis
is not used for clarity reasons. In the case of tensile loading (Fig. 2.29a), both axial
force and pressure elongate the pipe, which fails under collapse of its entire length
due to buckling propagation. On the other hand, axial compression results in a local
deformation pattern around the dent area.
Figure 2.27: Force-external pressure interaction diagram for normalised dents of
δ /D=0%, 7.23% and 12.3%.
Figure 2.28: Material yielding under external pressure/compression and external
pressure/tension.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.29: Collapse configuration under (a) tensile, (b) compressive loading and
external pressure.
2.4.5 Cyclic load analysis
The performance of Pipe-1 and Pipe-2 is examined under cyclic inelastic axial loading
in the presence of constant external pressure, towards investigation of ratcheting
leading to structural collapse. Two pressure levels are chosen for each pipe based
on the pressure levels to be considered in the forthcoming experimental study. Pipe-
1 is examined under constant normalized external pressure of p/py = 0.13 and p/py
= 0.37 while Pipe-2 is subjected to pressure levels of p/py = 0.13 and p/py = 0.30.
Regarding the applied cyclic axial load, tensile loading amplitude has been chosen
so that it is dominant and both pipes ratchet in the tensile direction. Compressive
loading amplitude is considered the same in all cases, with a magnitude equal to 97%
of the yield load. On the other hand, normalized tensile loading amplitude (Ft/Fy)
ranges from 0.97 up to 1.54. The aim of the investigation is to identify a possible
link between collapse under monotonic and cyclic loading conditions based on the
prescribed pressure levels.
The mechanical response of Pipe-1 and Pipe-2 is examined in terms of averaged axial
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deformation or net pipe elongation, ovalization measurements at the dent location with
respect to the vertical direction (∆DV ) and averaged equivalent plastic strain at the dent
location. The latter is computed as the average value of the equivalent plastic strain
obtained at the dent “valley” (Fig. 2.30).
Figure 2.30: Definition of dented area and dent “valley”.
2.4.5.1 Analysis of Pipe-1
The results from the analysis of Pipe-1 (δ/D = 7.3%) under p/py = 0.13 and p/py
= 0.37 are presented in Fig. 2.31. From Fig. 2.27, the normalized monotonic tensile
capacity of Pipe-1 under these pressure levels are Ft,max/Fy = 1.78 and Ft,max/Fy = 1.22,
respectively. Normalized values of axial tensile load amplitude Ft/Fy range between
1.14 and 1.54 for p/py = 0.13 and 1.02 to 1.06 for p/py = 0.37. High external pressure
corresponds to smaller allowed force range, as collapse is controlled by the presence
of external pressure.
Fig. 2.31 presents the evolution of the measured quantities throughout the loading
cycles for different loading amplitudes and two pressure levels. Results from the
corresponding monotonic investigation under tensile loading and the same pressure
levels are also depicted for comparison purposes. Fig. 2.31 indicates that under
normalized pressure of p/py = 0.13, strain ratcheting is influenced by the magnitude
of the applied tensile loading. For low tensile loading, Pipe-1 shortens with an initial
rate which is somewhat decreased after the first 5-10 load cycles depending on the
tensile loading amplitude. For higher load amplitude, net pipe elongation accumulates
under a constant rate throughout the load history. A similar pattern is identified when
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examining the evolution of the averaged equivalent plastic strain. For tensile load
amplitude lower than 1.38, material initially ratchets slowly, but a sudden increase
on the ratcheting rate is observed as the pipe approaches failure (collapse). For
higher tensile load amplitude, ratcheting manifests rapidly from the initial load cycles.
The accumulation rate of ovalization tends to increase over the loading cycles while
maximum ovalization values can reach up to 50% prior to collapse.
Different behaviour is observed for Pipe-1 under normalized pressure level of p/py =
0.37 and relatively low tensile load amplitudes as shown in 2.27. This relatively high
pressure level has a direct impact on the ratcheting response and the structural stability
of the pipe. Failure occurs in less than 5 cycles in all cases examined regardless of
the amplitude of tensile loading. Comparing the strain values with the corresponding
strain obtained from the monotonic scenario, collapse occurs at a value of averaged
equivalent plastic strain close to the one obtained from the monotonic tensile analysis.
It is worth noting that Corona and Kyriakides (1991) correlated collapse due to cyclic
bending with the value of local ovalization during monotonic loading. Furthermore, the
investigation of Jiao and Kyriakides (2009, 2011a,b) on internally pressurized pipes
under cyclic axial loading showed that buckling failure under cyclic loading occurs
when the averaged accumulated strain or net-shortening of the tube reaches a level
that corresponds to the average strain obtained at the maximum load under monotonic
loading conditions.
The results presented in Fig. 2.31 show that local ovalization or net pipe elongation
may not be appropriate parameters for inter-relating collapse between monotonic and
cyclic cases. On the other hand, Figs. 2.31(d, e) show a good correlation between the
averaged equivalent plastic strain at the dent at the stage of collapse under monotonic
and cyclic loading conditions. At both pressure levels, the pipe ratchets in the tensile
direction and collapse occurs when the averaged equivalent plastic strain is close to the
average equivalent plastic strain of the pressurized pipe at collapse under monotonic
tensile analysis.
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Figure 2.31: Ratcheting response of Pipe-1 under p/py = 0.13 (a, c, d) and p/py = 0.37
(b, c, e) pressure in terms of net-shortening, local ovalization and averaged equivalent
plastic strain at the dent location.
The collapse configuration of Pipe-1 (Fig. 2.32) shows that under cyclic axial loading
and external pressure, Pipe-1 is locally deformed around the dent area and the collapse
configuration is analogous to the corresponding shape obtained under monotonic
loading conditions (Fig. 2.29b).
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Figure 2.32: Collapse configuration of Pipe-1 under cyclic loading and external
pressure.
2.4.5.2 Analysis of Pipe-2
Pipe-2 (δ/D = 12.3%) is examined under normalized external pressure levels of p/py
= 0.13 and p/py = 0.30 and the results in terms of net pipe elongation, ovalization
measurements and averaged equivalent plastic strain are presented in Fig. 2.33. The
normalized value of tensile load amplitude (Ft/Fy) ranges between 1.14 to 1.54 and
1.02 to 1.06 for the cases of p/py = 0.13 and p/py = 0.30, respectively. Fig. 2.33(a, c,
e) depicts the accumulation of axial deformations (net pipe elongation), ovalization
measurements at the dent and the material ratcheting response of Pipe-2 under a
relatively low level of external pressure (p/py = 0.13). In terms of net pipe elongation
evolution, two stages can be identified for relatively low loading while for higher
tensile loading, axial deformations are accumulated in a constant rate throughout the
loading history. Under external pressure p/py = 0.13, the axial capacity of Pipe-2 is
almost equal to the axial capacity of Pipe-1. However, the comparison of Fig. 2.33(a)
with Fig. 2.31(a) shows that collapse in Pipe-2 occurs at 38% fewer loading cycles
with respect to Pipe-1. Furthermore, the net pipe elongation values at collapse under
monotonic loading is significantly higher than the corresponding values observed under
cyclic conditions. In terms of equivalent plastic strain, collapse under cyclic conditions
occurs in slightly higher values of averaged equivalent plastic strain in comparison to
monotonic loading. Nevertheless, the average difference in terms of equivalent plastic
strain between cyclic and monotonic loading scenarios is roughly 10%. Hence, the
value of the averaged equivalent plastic strain obtained from a monotonic analysis can
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provide a fair estimate of the maximum averaged equivalent plastic strain expected
close to the collapse under cyclic conditions. The ovalization accumulation shows
that both Pipe-1 and Pipe-2 present similar ovalization values prior to the occurrence
of instability under p/py = 0.13 but those values may not be correlated with the
ovalization from the corresponding monotonic cases.
Pipe-2 is also analysed under normalized external pressure of p/py = 0.30 and the
results are included in Fig. 2.33(b, d, f). The combination of this high pressure with
the large dent magnitude narrows down the analysis cases to only two, whereas failure
occurred within the first couple of cycles. Fig. 2.33 shows that the accumulation rates
observed in the measured quantities are proportional to the applied load. Comparing the
values of the examined quantities at the instance of collapse, critical net pipe elongation
obtained from the monotonic scenario is excessively higher than those obtained from
cyclic investigations. On the other hand, the average equivalent plastic strain obtained
under cyclic conditions is less than 9% higher in comparison to the monotonic scenario,
which is an observation compatible with the results obtained from Pipe-1.
Overall, the results from Pipe-1 under p/py = 0.37 and Pipe-2 under p/py = 0.30
indicate that the collapse of both systems is severely influenced by the level of external
pressure in combination with the dent magnitude. Large dent values are associated
with initial local ovalization, leading to severe local plasticity effects, resulting in early
collapse of the pipe.
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Figure 2.33: Ratcheting response of Pipe-2 under p/py = 0.13 (a, c, d) and p/py = 0.30
(b, c, e) pressure in terms of net-shortening, local ovalization and averaged equivalent
plastic strain at the dent location.
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2.5 Summary
The multi-axial ratcheting response of steel circular tubular components subjected to
cyclic inelastic loading is investigated using rigorous numerical tools, with emphasis
on constitutive modelling. A robust numerical implementation scheme is presented
in Section 2.2 for simulating multi-axial ratcheting in metal components, offering
advanced capabilities which are not yet available even in leading commercial finite
element software. The proposed numerical integration scheme features computational
efficiency and ensures stability and quadratic convergence in large-scale computations
by providing the consistent tangent moduli in explicit form.
The numerical scheme proposed in Section 2.2 is implemented in Section 2.3 within
the finite element software ABAQUS (2016) as a material user subroutine UMAT and
its efficiency is demonstrated through the numerical simulation of large-scale cyclic
bending tests on pipe elbows. Three advanced kinematic hardening rules are employed
using the proposed framework to simulate the mechanical behaviour of the elbow
specimens, highlighting that elaborate kinematic hardening models are required to
predict accurately multi-axial ratcheting evolution.
In Section 2.4, the ratcheting collapse of externally pressurised dented stainless steel
pipes is numerically simulated. The influence of dent magnitude and external pressure
on the structural performance of the pipe is quantified for monotonic and cyclic loading
conditions. The mechanical response of two pipes with different dent magnitude is
thoroughly examined and it is shown that methodologies proposed for intact pipes fail
to inter-relate collapse under monotonic and cyclic loading. It is demonstrated that
in dented pipes, collapse under cyclic and monotonic axial loading can be correlated
through the averaged accumulated plastic strain at the dent valley.
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Simulation of cyclic plasticity-damage
in metal structural components
3.1 Introduction
Metal structural components are often exposed to severe cyclic loading (e.g. earth-
quakes or storm conditions in offshore structures) and failure may occur in the form
of ductile rupture. To simulate numerically the elastoplastic response and account for
material softening due to the formation of microvoids and microcracks, and to predict
the life expectancy of the metallic component, the implementation of cyclic plasticity
constitutive models coupled with damage is required. In such models, damage is sim-
ulated with a macroscopic variable which describes material softening initiating upon
strong reversed cyclic loading. Another quantity, defined as critical damage state is
used to determine local rupture of the material point.
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Two implementation methods are developed, one for plane stress conditions and an-
other for the more general case of 3D formulation. Each numerical scheme is formu-
lated in a different manner to allow the development of optimised integration algo-
rithms and consistent linearisation methodologies. In comparison to Chapter 2, kine-
matic hardening is simulated using more traditional nonlinear models as less attention
is given to multi-axial ratcheting simulation. In theory, advanced kinematic hardening
rules could be coupled with cyclic plasticity-damage constitutive models but such task
is not be attempted herein. To free the solution from spurious mesh dependency origi-
nating from the strain-softening material response, an appropriate simulation method-
ology is adopted using “built-in” tools in commercial finite element packages. Both
numerical schemes are implemented within the commercial finite element software
ABAQUS (2016) as material user subroutines UMAT and their capabilities are demon-
strated by simulating successfully the elastoplastic-damage response and ductile rup-
ture in large-scale physical experiments.
3.2 Numerical scheme for cyclic-plasticity damage: 3D
formulation
This section presents the development, implementation and validation of the proposed
numerical integration scheme, developed for 3D formulation. Constitutive relations
are based on J2-flow theory coupled with damage. Mixed hardening is assumed
with nonlinear isotropic hardening and the kinematic hardening rule proposed by
Chaboche (1986) with multiple backstresses. The isotropic damage potential employed
is a scalar function of the damage state, the equivalent plastic strain and the stress
tensor, allowing for the implementation of any isotropic CDM model reported in the
literature. An implicit integration scheme is developed, extending and enhancing
existing methodologies proposed elsewhere for classical elastoplasticity. A main
feature of the present algorithm is that incremental update of the internal variables
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requires the solution of a single scalar equation with respect to the equivalent plastic
strain increment, improving the efficiency of the numerical integration procedure. This
offers an optimised numerical scheme for coupled plasticity-damage implementation
in comparison with previous studies [Doghri (1995); Lemaitre and Desmorat (2005);
Bonora et al. (2014)]. The integration algorithm is consistently linearised by enhancing
the methodology proposed by Simo and Taylor (1984) for classical elastoplasticity
to the requirements of the present model, leading to a robust numerical scheme. It
is shown that the single-equation integration algorithm obtains a rather simple form
and allows for the explicit formulation of the consistent jacobian, thus minimising the
computational cost. The proposed numerical scheme is implemented in ABAQUS
(2016) software as material user-subroutine UMAT and is validated successfully
against large-scale laboratory experiments.
3.2.1 Constitutive relations
The theoretical formulation of the presented numerical scheme is based on von-
Mises cyclic plasticity with nonlinear kinematic and isotropic hardening. Damage
is introduced in the constitutive equations through an isotropic damage function in
terms of the effective stress [Kachanov (1958)] and the hypothesis of strain equivalence
[Lemaitre (1971)]. For convenience, tensors are denoted with boldface symbols while
the following relations apply between second-order tensors (a, b) and fourth-order
tensors (M), and their Cartesian components:
a ·b = ai j bi j
Ma = Mi jkl akl
The strain tensor ε is additively decomposed to the elastic part ε e and the plastic part
ε p.
ε = ε e+ε p (3.1)
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Starting from a free energy potential, such as those presented in [Simo and Ju (1989);
Doghri (1995)], the elastic stress strain response of the damaged material is derived
based on a hyper-elastic constitutive formulation as:
σ = (1−D)M ε e (3.2)
where, σ is the stress tensor, M is the fourth-order elastic rigidity tensor and D
denotes the isotropic damage state. The von-Mises yield criterion, including damage,

















k(εq) = 0 (3.3)
where a is the deviatoric part of the backstress tensor α and εq is the equivalent plastic
strain, to be defined in the sequel. Using associated plasticity, the evolution of plastic






















where n is the unit-value outward normal tensor to the yield surface (n ·n = 1) and ‖·‖
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The damage scalar (D), already introduced in Eqs. (3.2-3.8), is written in a general
manner to allow the implementation of any isotropic CDM model reported in the
literature [e.g. Lemaitre (1985); Bonora (1997); Tai, Hua and Yang (1986); Tai (1990);
Voyiadjis et al. (2012)]. The kinetic law of damage (Ḋ) is defined as the derivative of
the damage potential (FD) with respect to the associated variable (Y ). For the purpose
of the present study, the damage potential is assumed a scalar function of the damage
state (D), the equivalent plastic strain (εq) and the stress tensor (σ ). Therefore the Ḋ







ε̇q = F ′Dε̇q (3.10)
where F ′D is set for shortness. The kinematic hardening tensor a consists of multiple




































In the above equation, coefficients Ci, γi are hardening parameters of the i backstress
tensor which are calibrated from appropriate cyclic material tests. The isotropic
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hardening function k(εq) refers to the evolution of the yield surface size and is assumed
to be a function of the equivalent plastic strain. Enforcing the consistency condition on













ε̇q = 0 (3.13)



















The rate form of the deviatoric stress tensor (ṡ) is evaluated from Eq. (3.2) as








with G being the shear modulus of an isotropic material. Elaborating Eq. (3.13) and
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and prime (·)′ denotes differentiation with respect to εq. Substituting Eq. (3.16) into
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is a fourth-order non-symmetric tensor, expressing the continuum elastoplastic tangent
operator moduli, and ⊗ denotes the tensor product of two second-order tensors. The
non-symmetric term in Eq. (3.19) originates from Eq. (3.15) and is attributed to
coupling of plasticity with damage.
At this point, it is worth noting that cyclic plasticity-damage material models offered
by some commercial finite element software such as ABAQUS (2016) are derived
on the principles of hypo-elasticity. In comparison to classical elastoplasticity, in
coupled plasticity-damage constitutive models, the hypo-elastic and the hyper-elastic
formulations present noticeable differences even under small strain theory. The hypo-
elastic formulation is based on a degraded stress-strain relation rather than a scaled
energy function, neglecting the effect of damage variation on the constitutive relations.
In more detail, using hypo-elasticity the last term in Eq. (3.15) is omitted and the
continuum tangent operator becomes symmetrical. Consequently, the hypo-elastic
formulation leads to a different integration algorithm and corresponding consistent
linearisation moduli.
3.2.2 Implicit integration of constitutive equations
An integration scheme of the above constitutive model based on an unconditionally
stable Euler-backward scheme is developed. This scheme has been introduced in
[Hartmann and Haupt (1993); Simo and Taylor (1984)] for classical elastoplasticity
and is modified herein to account for the nonlinear kinematic hardening rule proposed
by Chaboche (1986) and the plasticity-damage coupling.
At the beginning of current step tn, the trial stresses σ e are anticipated for the increment
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tn+1 considering a purely elastic behaviour under the current state of damage.
σ
e = (1−Dn)M (ε en +∆ε ) (3.20)


















an elastoplastic-damage corrector should be considered. In this case, starting from Eq.
(3.2), the stress-strain relation at the end of the increment can be evaluated using the
Euler-backward integration scheme as follows:















where the damage value is integrated as:
Dn+1 = Dn +F ′D,n+1∆εq (3.24)
and F ′D,n+1 is the value of the damage function, evaluated at step tn+1. From Eq. (3.23),
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Each backstress tensor is integrated individually over the step and the total backstress



































k(εq,n +∆εq) = 0 (3.28)
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Eq. (3.33) shows that ΞD is parallel to nn+1, therefore the outward unit normal nn+1 to






Multiplying both sides of Eq. (3.33) by nn+1 and with the aid of Eq. (3.34), the









k(εq,n +∆εq) = 0 (3.35)
In comparison to other integration algorithms proposed in the literature [e.g. Doghri
(1995); Bonora et al. (2014)], the present algorithm couples plasticity with damage
using a generalized damage function which depends on the stress tensor, the damage
state and the equivalent plastic strain and updates the internal variables through the
solution of a single scalar equation (Eq. 3.35). Note that G(∆εq) is a monotonically




Therefore, for positive values of ∆εq, Eq. (3.35) rapidly converges to a unique solution
and hence, it can be readily solved using a local iterative solution procedure that
employs Newton’s method without requiring the predefinition of initial values. The
numerical solution of Eq. (3.35) using Newton’s method is rather straightforward and
therefore it will not be presented in detail.
3.2.3 Consistent elastoplastic operator
An analytical derivation of the consistent tangent operator of the above numerical
integration scheme is presented in this section. The corresponding moduli MLep are
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Differentiation of the two terms in the brackets of Eq. (3.38) requires additional
analytical work and the calculation of
∂∆εq
∂∆ε
















































From Eq. (3.24), the derivative
∂Dn+1
∂∆ε

























Rearranging the terms in Eq. (3.41), the derivative
∂Dn+1
∂∆ε
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The partial derivatives included in Eq. (3.43) are computed by differentiating the
damage function under consideration with respect to the corresponding arguments.
Using Eqs. (3.39, 3.40, 3.42), and substituting in Eq. (3.38), the derivative
∂σ n+1
∂∆ε











































and I is the fourth-order identity tensor. Eq. (3.45) requires matrix inversion
which is attributed to the consideration of the stress tensor in the damage potential.
Nevertheless, this matrix inversion is computed once in each step and does not




can be obtained by differentiating the consistency condition,
expressed in Eq. (3.35), with respect to ∆ε . The derivative of Eq. (3.35) with respect
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where prime (·)′ denotes differentiation with respect to the increment of the equivalent














































It can be readily shown that for ∆εq→ 0 modulus H in Eq. (3.51) becomes identical
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Taking into consideration Eqs. (3.50, 3.53), and with the aid of Eq. (3.44), the






























































Eqs. (3.38-3.54) indicate that regardless of the strong coupling between plasticity and
damage, the consistent moduli are computed in a straightforward manner without re-
quiring excessive analytical work or the solution of a complicated system of equations,
as in numerical schemes presented in the past. This feature is attributed to the single-
equation integration algorithm developed in Section 3.2.2. It can be verified that Eq.
(3.54) is consistent with the present integration algorithm; considering ∆εq → 0 one
can readily show that the algorithmic moduli of Eq. (3.54) become equal to the tan-
gent moduli reported in Eq. (3.19). The derived consistent moduli provide quadratic
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converge of the solution method and are different from those presented in [Doghri
(1995); Bonora et al. (2014)] due to the consideration of different coupling conditions
[Bonora et al. (2014)] and different treatment of the integration algorithm [Doghri
(1995); Bonora et al. (2014)]. The solution algorithm of the incremental problem is
summarised in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Summary of the incremental solution procedure.
Elastic predictor σ e = (1−Dn)M (ε en +∆ε )
Check for yielding F(se,an,εq,n,Dn)
If F 6 0 then set
sn+1 = se, σ n+1 =σ e, an+1 = an,
εq,n+1 = εq,n, Dn+1 = Dn
If F > 0 plastic-damage correction is necessary
Set ∆εq = ∆ε0q (arbitrarily initial guess)















Check equilibrium G(∆εq)≡ ‖ΞD‖−δ1−
√
2
3k(εq,n +∆εq) = 0
Compute G′(∆εq) G′(∆εq) =
∂G(∆εq)
∂∆εq
Compute d∆εq d∆εq =−
G(∆εq)
G′(∆εq)
Update ∆εq ∆εq = ∆εq +d∆εq
Check
∣∣∣∣∣d∆εq∆εq
∣∣∣∣∣< tol and |G(∆εq)|< tol, if not repeat
Update internal variables and evaluate MLep
Update Dn+1 Dn+1 = Dn +F ′D,n+1∆εq
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3.2.4 Algorithmic implementation and simulation of damage
To mitigate mesh dependency and abrupt pressure oscillations, the findings of Cervera
et al. (2003, 2004); Cervera and Chiumenti (2006, 2009), discussed in Section 1.2.2.3,
are incorporated in the numerical simulation with proper adjustments. With respect
to the finite element modelling part, enhanced finite elements incorporating pres-
sure/displacement formulation are employed. This type of finite element formulation
is available in the majority of commercial finite element software such as ABAQUS
(2016), it can be used for plasticity-damage simulation, and does not increase the
computational cost significantly in comparison to standard formulations [ABAQUS
(2016)]. Regarding the isotropic damage function, various CDM models can be im-
plemented under the proposed numerical scheme, but to eliminate mesh dependency
effects the softening modulus must be properly regularised according to the element
size [e.g. Rankine model as shown by Cervera and Chiumenti (2006)]. For the scope
of the present study, the modified version of Hillerborg et al. (1976) CDM model is
employed, as proposed by Bazant and Oh (1983) on the basis of the smeared band ap-






In Eq. (3.58) Sy0 denotes the radius of the equivalent yield surface at the instant of
damage initiation, G f is the fracture energy release rate per unit crack growth, and lch
is the element’s characteristic length. In the present work, linear solid (“brick”) finite





2)Vel as proposed by Oliver
(1989), where Vel is the element’s volume. In ABAQUS (2016) software, the consider-
ation of Vel within the user-material subroutine UMAT requires the development of two
supplementary user-subroutines, namely UVARM and UEXTERNALDB. Subroutine
UVARM is called in every integration point to compute Vel as this information is not
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included as input in the user-material subroutine UMAT whereas subroutine UEXTER-
NALDB is used to transfer this information from UVARM into UMAT.
The major advantage of this “simple” CDM model is that its application requires the
definition of a single material parameter, G f . The material parameter G f , originally
proposed by Hillerborg et al. (1976), is measured from appropriate material tests. More
recently, Bai and Wierzbicki (2008) used the CDM model presented in Eq. (3.58) to
simulate ductile fracture in metal components under monotonic loading and proposed
the calibration of G f using a combine experimental-numerical calibration approach,
which seemingly leads to more accurate results. A similar calibration approach was
employed by Novokshanov et al. (2015) who recently modified the CDM model pro-
posed by Bai and Wierzbicki (2008) to account for temperature and strain-rate effects
into the damage function.
3.2.5 Simulation of large-scale experiments
3.2.5.1 Experimental program
Very recent experimental studies [Jeon et al. (2017); Pereira et al. (2017); Jiang et al.
(2019)] have argued that accurate simulation of the elastoplastic-damage response of
steel circular tubular components with computationally efficient numerical tools is a
topic that attracts a lot of attention. In light of these studies, the proposed numerical
scheme is validated using the experimental data presented in Section 2.3.1 [Pappa et al.
(2012)]. Herein, two tests of the experimental campaign are considered. The two
specimens (E6 and E7) have been subjected to severe cyclic loading with amplitude of
±250 mm (E6) and ±300 mm (E7), which resulted in failure of the specimens under
ultra low-cycle fatigue after 15 and 11 cycles, respectively.
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3.2.5.2 Finite element model: 3D formulation
The proposed numerical scheme is implemented through an appropriate material user-
subroutine UMAT in the commercial finite element package ABAQUS (2016) to
simulate the mechanical response of specimen E6 and E7. The experimental set-up
shown in Fig. 2.5 is double-symmetric, allowing for modelling of 1/4 of the specimen
with the use of appropriate symmetry conditions. In addition, thickness variation,
observed through thickness measurements prior to testing are taken into account in
the finite element model. The finite element model presented in Fig. 3.1 consists
of a straight pipe, a welding component and a bend (elbow). Continuity conditions
among these parts are satisfied through appropriate kinematic coupling of connecting
surfaces, while support conditions are utilised with the use of a reference point (RP-
1) and kinematic coupling restrains. Reference point RP-1 is kinematically coupled
with the end nodes of the straight part, in order to simulate the roller support of the
testing set-up, and the fact that the specimens are capped. The horizontal displacement
of point RP-1 along the x axis is prescribed and corresponds to the one applied in the
experiments. The translational degrees of freedom with respect to y and z axes are fully
restrained, together with the rotation about the x and y axes.
To demonstrate that the numerical results are free from spurious mesh dependency, four
different meshes of the present finite element model, denoted as “M1”, “M2”, “M3”
and “M4”, are used in all simulations. In all cases, linear “brick” elements [C3D8I
in ABAQUS (2016)] are used in a non-uniform mesh for increased computational
efficiency; denser discretisation is applied at the elbow area, and in particular in the
critical location (“flank”), whereas a rather coarse mesh is used for the straight parts
where strains are significantly lower. Meshes M1-M4 are illustrated in Fig. 3.2
showing in detail the flank location, while information on the element dimensions and
volume at the flank location are summarised in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.1: Numerical model (solid model) of the test specimen.
Table 3.2: Mesh size information at the elbow flank.
Mesh M1 M2 M3 M4
Element dim. (mm) 10 × 10 × 2 8 × 8 × 1.6 6.5 × 6.5 × 1.33 5 × 5 × 1.14
Element vol. (mm3) 200 102.4 56.2 28.5
lch (mm) 11.12 8.85 7.62 5.78
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.2: Finite element discretization of the elbow area: (a) mesh “M1”, (b) mesh
“M2”, (c) mesh “M3”, (d) mesh “M4”.
3.2.5.3 Calibration of cyclic plasticity-damage model
The isotropic and kinematic hardening parameters of the constitutive model are chosen
so that the strain-control small-scale tests on strip specimens, shown in Fig. 3.3,
are accurately represented. The stress-control tests used for calibrating the ratcheting
material model [Section 2.3.3] are not considered herein as the numerical simulations
are limited to less than 20 load cycles and ratcheting phenomena are not of main
concern. Isotropic hardening is simulated with an exponential function with saturation
(see Section 2.3.3) and four superimposed backstress tensors are employed to simulate
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kinematic hardening [Chaboche (1991); Bari and Hassan (2002)]. The selected
material parameters of the constitutive model are presented in Table 3.3. Using
those parameters, the stress-strain curves for 1.5% and 2.2% strain amplitude obtained
experimentally from material extracted from the elbows are accurately simulated, as
shown in Fig. 3.3. On the other hand, no information was available for calibrating
the damage parameters. Therefore, in the absence of dedicated material testing and
for the purposes of the present simulations, the damage parameters are selected so that
the finite element model with mesh M1 can predict accurately the number of cycles
to failure of specimen E7. To quantify mesh dependency effects, these parameters are
kept constant in all analyses.
The damage initiation equivalent plastic strain ε f is taken equal to 1.0, the critical
damage state Dcrit is considered as 0.20 and the value of G f , determining the damage
evolution rate, is selected equal to 7000 J/mm. Parameter ε f defines the value of
the equivalent plastic strain to initiate damage accumulation and Dcrit controls the
maximum damage value the material can sustain prior to failure. For metals, its was
proposed by Lemaitre and Desmorat (2005) that the value of Dcrit may vary between
0.2≤ Dcrit ≤ 1.0, whereas significantly lower Dcrit values reported by Bonora (1997).
Furthermore, in the numerical simulations, once the damage variable in the material
point becomes larger than the value of Dcrit , the integration point is considered as fully
damaged and its contribution is disregarded. When damage variable becomes larger
than the Dcrit value in all integration points of the element, then the element is deleted
from the mesh. This technique allows modelling the development of through-thickness
crack in a consistent manner. Bonora et al. (2004) and Bai and Wierzbicki (2008) have
shown that negligible damage is accumulated when the pressure stress in the material
is positive (compression) and lower than a specific value. Therefore, the CDM model
employed is slightly modified to accommodate cyclic loading conditions; it is selected
that damage is accumulated at the material point only under negative pressure stress
state.
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Figure 3.3: Inelastic material behaviour at strain amplitude (a) 1.5% and (b) 2.0%;
material strip tests and numerical fit.
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3.2.5.4 Numerical simulation results
Numerical results obtained from the finite element model equipped with the proposed
numerical scheme implemented as material user subroutine UMAT are presented in
Figs. 3.4-3.10 and are compared with the corresponding experimental data reported
by Pappa et al. (2012). In Fig. 3.4 the force-displacement relations obtained from
the first loading cycle are shown for both specimens. In this figure, the numerical
results are denoted as “M1-M4”, corresponding to the four finite element meshes. Fig.
3.4 indicates minor differences among the numerical results, while the comparison
with experimental data shows the ability of the model to simulate quite accurately
the inelastic load-displacement response of the pipe elbow under severe imposed
deformations.
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Figure 3.4: First loading cycle for (a) test E6 (δ = ±250mm) and (b), test E7
(δ =±300mm).
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Results from the simulation of elbow experiment E7 (δ = ±300 mm) are presented
in Fig. 3.5 and compared with the corresponding experimental data. Fig. 3.5(a,
c) presents the force-displacement response obtained from the finer mesh (M4) and
from experiment E7. In addition, the force amplitude recorded in each load cycle
up to the point of through-thickness cracking is presented in Fig. 3.5(b) for meshes
M1-M4, while Fig. 3.5(d) shows the corresponding experimental data. The force
envelope predicted with mesh M4 is also included in Fig. 3.5(d) for comparison. It
is remarkable that although the element size changes significantly between meshes M1
to M4, the results in terms of force amplitude show negligible differences with each
other throughout the history of loading, indicating minimal mesh-dependency effects.
The gradual development of through-thickness crack is simulated with element deletion
and occurs within 11 load cycles for meshes M1-M4. In meshed models M3 and M4
the through-thickness crack, defined as failure, occurs almost at the same analysis
increment, indicating that the numerical results have achieved convergence and may
not alter with further refinement of the mesh. Similar behaviour is observed in the
work of Cervera and Chiumenti (2006). The number of cycles to failure obtained in all
finite element models is very close to the corresponding number of cycles observed in
the laboratory experiment (11 cycles).
The numerical predictions are also satisfactory for test E6, subjected to δ = ±250
mm. Fig. 3.6 shows that the results from all numerical models are consistent and very
close to the experimental data. In the numerical simulations, material (and strength)
degradation initiated at the 5th load cycle, while minor differences are observed
between the four finite element meshes (M1, M2, M3, M4) throughout the load
history, supporting further the outcomes derived from the examination of specimen
E7. The number of cycles to failure obtained with all meshes is again very close to
the corresponding number of cycles observed in the laboratory experiment (15 cycles),
whereas the numerical results converge upon refinement of the mesh. Regardless of the
complexity of these analyses, convergence of the incremental solution throughout the
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analysis process is achieved within 2-5 global iterations.
Overall, Figs. (3.5-3.6) demonstrate that the simulation method employed is capable of
predicting quite accurately the experimental results throughout the history of loading,
despite some small over-prediction of elbow strength degradation in specimen E6. This
small difference between numerical and experimental results may be attributed to the
selection of the damage parameters. Bai and Wierzbicki (2008) suggested that the
values of ε f and Dcrit should not be considered constant as these depend on the stress
state of the material. Notwithstanding, the proper calibration of damage models for
cyclic inelastic material response is still an open issue. Additional work is undertaken
presently by the researcher to calibrate a CDM model for “ultra low-cycle fatigue”
conditions, towards simulating the mechanical response of large-scale tubular welded
connections [Chatziioannou (2020)].
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Figure 3.5: Numerical and experimental results for test E7 (δ = ±300mm) in terms
of force-displacement diagrams (a, c) and resistance reduction over the loading cycles
(b, d).
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Figure 3.6: Numerical and experimental results for test E6 (δ = ±250mm) in terms
of force-displacement diagrams (a, c) and resistance reduction over the loading cycles.
In the above results, the efficiency of the finite element model equipped with the mate-
rial user subroutine in simulating the mechanical response of the elbow specimens has
been shown in terms of the force-displacement curves, the resistance reduction over
the loading cycles and the number of cycles to through-thickness cracking.
Local strain predictions are of particular importance in assessing the integrity of steel
structural members against low-cycle fatigue. The strain history at critical locations
(elbow “flank”) was measured during the experimental study using strain gauges. The
majority of the strain gauges were detached due to the large value of the induced strains,
and did not record an adequate number of strain cycles. The available data are limited
to hoop strain measurements obtained 6 mm and 9 mm from the “flank” location (gauge
3 and gauge 2 in Fig. 2.6). The accuracy of the numerical scheme is also examined by
comparing the numerically obtained maximum/minimum strain at the location of the
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strain gauge with those recorded during testing. The experimental results of specimens
E6 and E7 are presented in Fig. 3.7, considering also the results obtained from the four
finite element meshes (M1, M2, M3 and M4).
Comparisons with experimental measurements are limited to 6 and 4 load cycles for
specimens E6 and E7 due to strain gauge detachment. Fig. 3.7 indicates small dif-
ferences between the results of meshes M1 to M4. It has to be considered that pipe
elbows exhibit large variation of induced strain range near the elbow flank while upon
mesh refinement strain measurements are not obtained at the exact same location. All
models predict the experimental data satisfactorily during the initial load cycles, but
fail to predict ratcheting evolution. In addition, the recorded compressive strains are
significantly low and this is attributed on the gradual detachment of the strain gauges as
discussed in Section 2.3.4.3. Recent studies [Khutia et al. (2015); Hassan et al. (2015);
Foroutan et al. (2018); Chatziioannou et al. (2019b,a)] have shown that accurate simu-
lation of ratcheting in pipe elbow components subjected to cyclic loading requires the
use of constitutive models with advanced kinematic hardening rules. Overall, the dif-
ferences between the results obtained from the four examined meshes remain almost
constant throughout the loading history, indicating negligible mesh dependency.
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Figure 3.7: Variation of strain at the “flank” location of the two elbows: (a) specimen
E6 and (b), specimen E7; comparisons between numerical results and experimental
measurements.
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Finally, the numerical simulations indicate the accumulation of damage at the “flank”
of the bend due to excessive hoop strain, leading to low-cycle fatigue and pipe wall rup-
ture which is absolutely consistent with the experimental observations. Figs. 3.8, 3.9
depict the local damage accumulation (SDV14) and the development of the through-
thickness crack obtained numerically from the simulation of test E7 using meshed
model M4. As shown in Fig. 3.9, damage initiated from the inner surface of the elbow.
Subsequently it also occurred at the outer surface and propagated from both surfaces
towards the mid-thickness, forming a through-thickness crack. Figs. 3.8, 3.9 verify
that the damage pattern observed in the failure stage of the numerical model is very
similar in size and configuration to the crack observed experimentally. Identical crack









Figure 3.8: Damage distribution obtained from mesh M4 during the (a) 6th load cycle,
(b) 8th load cycle and (c), 11 th load cycle; (d) experimental shape of crack specimen
E7.
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N=4 N=5 N=6
N=9 N=12
Figure 3.9: Through-thickness crack evolution with respect to loading cycles obtained
for specimen E7 with mesh M4; Detail of crack configuration of specimen E7.
The contribution of mixed pressure/displacement finite element formulation on the
quality of the results is also examined by conducting an additional analysis for ex-
periment E7 using model M4, this time meshed with standard finite elements (C3D8
in ABAQUS). For shortness, the investigation is limited to the distribution of pres-
sure stress before and after damage initiation. Prior to damage initiation the response
is purely elastoplastic and both formulations retrieve identical pressure distribution.
Hence, a single contour plot is provided in Fig. 3.10(a), showing the pressure distri-
bution at the end of the 2th load cycle. Two additional contour plots are included in
Fig. 3.10(b, c) showing the distribution of pressure stress at the end of 8th load cycle,
obtained with standard and mixed finite elements. The comparison of Fig. 3.10(a-
c) indicates that the use of standard finite elements in plasticity-damage simulations
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leads to spurious pressure oscillation, accompanied with localisation of pressure stress,
influencing the quality of the numerical results. On the the hand, the distribution of
pressure stress obtained with mixed pressure/displacement formulation, shown in Fig.
3.10(c), is not influenced by the strain-softening material response, and the results are









Figure 3.10: Pressure distribution observed in meshed model M4 (a) prior to
damage initiation; (b) after damage initiation using standard and (c) mixed pres-
sure/displacement finite element formulation.
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3.3 Numerical scheme for cyclic-plasticity damage:
Plane stress conditions
The development of an unconditionally-stable numerical integration scheme is pre-
sented, suitable for simulating cyclic plasticity-damage response and ductile rupture
in thin-walled structural components. The constitutive relations account for J2-flow
theory, combined with nonlinear isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening. In the
present investigation, kinematic hardening is limited to the hardening rule proposed by
Chaboche (1986) as coupling of advanced hardening rules such as “BH” with damage
under plane stress conditions increases the complexity of the solution significantly and
the development of a robust integration scheme may not be possible. For convenience,
the isotropic damage potential employed is considered a scalar function of the dam-
age state, the plastic multiplier, which is an equivalent expression of the accumulated
plastic strain and the stress tensor, allowing for the implementation of a wide range of
isotropic CDM models reported in the literature. Constitutive relations are integrated
implicitly by extending the plane-stress projection model proposed by Simo and Taylor
(1986) to the requirements of the present study. In comparison to similar integration
algorithms proposed in the past [e.g. Doghri (1995)], in the present numerical scheme
incremental update is achieved through the solution of a single scalar equation, which
is solved using an efficient solution method. The integration algorithm is consistently
linearised to ensure the quadratic convergence of the Newton’s solution. The proposed
numerical scheme is implemented in finite element software ABAQUS (2016) as mate-
rial user subroutine UMAT and is validated against large-scale laboratory experiments.
3.3.1 Constitutive relations
The constitutive relations are formulated explicitly for plane stress conditions by
developing a coupled plane-stress projection model that considers nonlinear isotropic
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hardening and the kinematic hardening rule proposed by Chaboche (1986). Throughout
Sections 3.3.1-3.3.4, tensors are denoted with boldface symbols, while the following
relations apply between second-order tensors (a, b), fourth-order tensors (M) and their
Cartesian components ai j, bi j, Mi jkl .
a ·b = ai j bi j
Ma = Mi jkl akl
aMb = a · (Mb)
The strain tensor ε is additively decomposed to its elastic part ε e and plastic part ε p as
ε = ε e+ε p (3.59)
which are written in terms of their in-plane components as shown in Section 2.2.1.
Revising the free energy potential presented by Simo and Taylor (1986) for classical
elastoplasticity by adding the damage related terms as per Doghri (1993), the stress
strain response of the hyper-elastic damaged material is expressed through the isotropic
elastic moduli as follows:
σ = (1−D)Mε e = (1−D)M (ε −ε p) (3.60)
where D is the value of the isotropic damage variable and M is the fourth-order elastic
rigidity tensor, formulated for plane stress conditions and defined with two material
constants for isotropic materials; the Poisson’s ratio (v) and the Young’s modulus (E).
It has already been shown in Section 2.2.1 that the plane-stress projection method
considers only in-plane stress and backtress components in the formulation, allowing
the development of robust numerical implementation schemes.
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the von-Mises yield criterion is expressed by extending the formula proposed by Simo
and Taylor (1986).
F(σ ,α ,εq) =
1
2
ξ Pξ − 1
3
k2(εq) = 0 (3.63)
or






k(εq) = 0 (3.64)
Using associative plasticity, the evolution of plastic strain is in the direction normal to
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The evolution equation of the damage scalar (D) is formulated in the basis of Contin-
uum Damage Mechanics. The kinetic law of damage (Ḋ) is defined as the derivative of
the damage potential (FD) with respect to the associated variable (Y ). For the purpose
of the present research work, the damage potential is assumed a scalar function of the
damage state (D), the plastic multiplier (λ̇ ) and the stress tensor (σ ), allowing the im-
plementation of a wide range of CDM models reported in the literature. Therefore, the







λ̇ = F ′Dλ̇ (3.70)
where F ′D is set for shortness. Eq. (3.70) is somewhat different from Eq. (3.10) as Ḋ
is related to variable λ̇ instead of ε̇q as in the 3D formulation. It should be clarified
that both expressions are equivalent in the sense that λ̇ can be expressed in terms of ε̇q
and vice versa. In the integration algorithm developed for 3D formulation, ε̇q is used
in Eq. (3.10) as the solution of the integration equation is build around this internal
variable. On the other hand, the integration algorithm of the coupled cyclic plane-
stress projection model presented herein is formulated around variable λ̇ .
Kinematic hardening (a) is simulated based on the multiple nonlinear backstress tensor
proposed by Chaboche (1986) to allow simulation of the material response under cyclic


































In Eq. (3.72), Ci and γi are the cyclic hardening parameters of each backstress tensor
which are calibrated with the use of appropriate material tests [Chaboche (1986)].
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ε̇q = 0 (3.73)
Evaluating the terms in Eq. (3.73) and after some mathematical manipulations, the





where modulus h is a scalar quantity defined as





















In Eq. (3.75), the prime (·)′ denotes differentiation of (·) with respect to εq. Substitut-
ing Eq. (3.75) into the rate form of Eq. (3.60) one obtains
σ̇ = (1−D)Mε̇ − 1−D
h














Mep is a fourth-order non-symmetric tensor, expressing the continuum elastoplastic
tangent operator moduli. The non-symmetric term in Mep is attributed to coupling
between damage and plasticity.
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3.3.2 Implicit integration of constitutive equations
3.3.2.1 Integration algorithm
An implicit numerical integration scheme of the above constitutive model is developed,
based on the Euler-backward integration technique. The methodologies proposed by
Jetteur (1986); Simo and Taylor (1986) for classical elastoplasticity are extended to the
requirements of the coupled cyclic plasticity model. Starting with the internal variables
(σ n, α n, ε
p
n , εq,n, Dn) at the beginning of the current step tn, the trial stresses σ e are
anticipated at increment tn+1 considering a purely elastic behaviour of the damaged
material.
σ
e = (1−Dn)M (ε n+1−ε pn) (3.78)
If the elastic prediction violates the yield condition,

















an elastoplastic-damage corrector should be considered. Starting from Eq. (3.60),
the stress-strain relation at the end of the increment can be evaluated using the Euler-
backward integration scheme as follows:
σ n+1 = (1−Dn+1)M (ε en +∆ε −∆ε p) (3.80)
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The remaining internal variables are integrated over the step [tn; tn+1] as shown in the
































Dn+1 = Dn +∆λF ′D,n+1 (3.85)









The integration of the backstress tensor α over the incremental step [tn; tn+1] is
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Finally, enforcing the von-Mises criterion at the end of the increment t = tn+1 (consis-
tency condition), it is required that the following equation is satisfied:
















k(εq,n+1) = 0 (3.96)
Substituting Eq. (3.91) in Eqs. (3.95 or 3.96), a single scalar equation with respect
to the plastic multiplier ∆λ is formed. Eq. (3.91) in its current form indicates that
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solving Eqs. (3.95 or 3.96) in terms of ∆λ requires extensive calculations and matrix
inversion within the Newton’s method. However, regardless of the complexity of the
constitutive model employed herein, Eq. (3.96) can be simplified significantly and
readily solved with an iterative Newton’s method by extending the method proposed
by Simo and Taylor (1986) for classical elastoplasticity to the coupled cyclic plasticity
model considered herein. This methodology is presented in detail in Section 3.3.3.
The main feature of the present integration algorithm is that allows the implementation
of a wide range of CDM models not yet provided even in leading commercial finite
element software. In comparison to the numerical scheme proposed by Doghri (1995)
for plane stress coupled cyclic plasticity, where a system of 5 nonlinear equations must
be solved, the return-mapping stage of the constitutive integration algorithm is reduced
to the solution of a single scalar equation, increasing significantly its performance in
large-scale computations.
3.3.3 Modified Newton’s method
The efficient implementation of the cyclic plasticity-damage model presented in Sec-
tion 3.3.2.1 necessitates the development of a robust methodology for the solution of
Eq. (3.96). The solution of Eq. (3.96) is addressed by modifying the method presented
in Section 2.2.3 for the implementation of cyclic plasticity-ratcheting constitutive mod-
els.
3.3.3.1 Evaluation of the consistency condition
The single-integration equation shown in Eq. (3.95) or equivalently in Eq. (3.96) can
be simplified significantly. It has been demonstrated in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3 that
the elastic stress rigidity tensor M and the projection matrix P commute; have the same
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eigenvectors. In addition, the second order tensor η , shown in Eq. (3.97), is employed.







−ξ 11n+1 +ξ 22n+1√
2ξ 12n+1
 (3.97)
Multiplying both ends of Eq. (3.96) by Qt , the internal variables at step tn+1 can be

















e =Γη e (3.98)
where I is the 3×3 identity matrix. The fourth-order tensor Γ in Eq. (3.98) represents









































is expressed with respect to the trial stress
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where the scalar µi has been introduced in Eq. (3.87). With the aid of Eqs. (3.98-
3.100), the term Φ̄n+1 can be computed as
Φ̄n+1 =
√
ξ n+1Pξ n+1 =
√








































It can be shown that Eq. (3.102) decreases monotonically for ∆λ ∈ [0,∞] and thus, it
is ideally suited for a local iterative solution procedure employing Newton’s solution













is computed in the present section. Differentiating Eq.
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and the prime (·)′ indicates differentiation of (·) with respect to ∆λ . The derivatives
η
i j ′



























12 (Γ22 ≡ Γ33)
where terms Γi, j are the diagonal components of the fourth-order tensor Γ, expressed
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where scalar terms Γrii and Γ
d





















































































whereas the scalar quantities ηri, j and η
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Having computed the term dη , the derivative
∂Fn+1(∆λ )
∂∆λ
can be evaluated by substi-
tuting the terms in Eq. (3.103). It should be clarified that within the iterative procedure,
µi is computed based on the value of the internal variables obtained from the previous
step of the Newton’s method. This is dictated by the complexity of the model and
the strong coupling between the internal variables. In addition, in case the damage
potential F ′D,n+1 is not constant during the iterative process, two approaches are pro-
vided for its computation. F ′D,n+1 may be computed using the un-converged values of
the internal variables or the values of the internal variables obtained from the previous
step of the iterative process. Both methods work equally well but the first option may
lead to convergence difficulties for Dn values close to 1.0. Regardless of the modifica-
tions implemented in the Newton’s scheme, the integration algorithm and the solution
methodology are quite robust as convergence is achieved within limited iterations.
3.3.4 Consistent elastoplastic operator
An analytical derivation of the consistent tangent operator moduli is presented, con-
tributing to the robustness of the proposed numerical scheme. Differentiating Eq.
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The derivative of the damage function Dn+1 with respect to ∆ε is computed similarly

































+v · ∂σ n+1
∂∆ε
(3.122)
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Substituting Eq. (3.128) into Eq. (3.125),
∂ξ n+1
∂∆ε
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with respect to single unknown,
∂∆λ
∂∆ε




































































is evaluated by differentiating the consistency condition
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It can be readily shown that for ∆λ → 0 modulus H in Eq. (3.140) becomes identical
to modulus h obtained from Eq. (3.75). Finally, substituting Eq. (3.139) in Eq. (3.135)
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Eqs. (3.149) shows that regardless of the strong coupling between plasticity and
damage and the complexity of the model, the consistent moduli are provided in explicit
form. It can be verified that Eq. (3.149) is consistent with the present integration
algorithm; considering ∆λ → 0 one can readily show that the algorithmic moduli of
Eq. (3.149) become equal to the tangent moduli reported in Eq. (3.77). The derived
consistent moduli provide quadratic converge of the solution method. The solution
algorithm of the incremental problem is summarised in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Summary of the incremental solution procedure.




Check for yielding F(σ e,an,εq,n,Dn)
If F 6 0 then set ∆λ =0, σ n+1 =σ e, an+1 = an, εq,n+1 = εq,n, Dn+1 = Dn
If F > 0 plastic-damage correction is necessary
Newton’s scheme, set ∆λ = ∆λ 0 (initial guess, typically equal to 0.0)









?Compute Dn+1 Dn+1 = ∆λF ′D,n+1
Compute Γ Γ=Diag[Γ11, Γ22, Γ22]












Compute η n+1 η n+1 =Γη e
Compute Φ̄n+1 Φ̄n+1 =
√
ξ n+1Pξ n+1 =
√
η n+1ΛPη n+1












Compute F ′(∆λ ) F ′(∆λ ) =
∂F(∆λ )
∂∆λ
Compute d∆λ d∆λ =
F(∆λ )
F ′(∆λ )





<tolerance (e.g. 10−4), if not satisfied, repeat
Update internal variables and evaluate MLep
Update ξ n+1 ξ n+1 =Qη n+1








































† Quantity µi is evaluated using the values of the internal variables obtained in the previous step of the
Newton’s scheme.
? The damage evolution function F ′D,n+1 can be updated using the internal variables of the previous
iterative step or the un-converged values of the internal variables.
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3.3.5 Algorithmic implementation and simulation of damage
The strain-softening response originating from material deterioration leads unavoid-
ably to spurious mesh dependency. This is true for both 3D and plane stress formu-
lation. To minimise mesh dependency effects, the simulation strategy employed in
Section 3.2.4 is also adopted herein with necessary modifications. More specifically,
hybrid finite elements incorporating pressure/displacement formulation are not avail-
able in ABAQUS (2016) software for shell-type plane stress formulation. Instead,
conventional shell-type elements with displacement only degrees of freedom are used.
It should be noted that hybrid finite elements are prompted for plasticity-damage sim-
ulations to ensure the isochoric plastic deformations of J2-flow theory and eliminate
spurious pressure oscillations (Fig. 3.10). It is expected that under plane stress formu-
lation pressure localisation will be much less evident in comparison to 3D formulation.
Hybrid finite elements for plane stress conditions can be implemented in commercial
finite element software as a user defined element [Bathe (1996); De and Bathe (2001)],
but such a task lies outside the scope of this work.
The isotropic damage function can be described with a wide range of CDM models
incorporated under the proposed numerical scheme, but to eliminate mesh dependency
the softening modulus must be properly regularised according to the element size. In
the present investigation the modified version of Hillerborg et al. (1976) CDM model
is employed, as proposed by Bazant and Oh (1983) on the basis of smeared band ap-
proach. This CDM model has been presented in detail in Section 3.2.4 and therefore
it will not be discussed further herein. Regarding the regularisation of the damage
function, linear shell finite elements (S4) are employed in the present work and lch is




2)Vel as proposed by Oliver (1989), where Vel is the element’s
volume. The value of Vel is not provided exclusively in the material user subroutine
UMAT, and for its computation the utility subroutines UVARM and UEXTERNALDB,
presented in Section 3.2.4, are employed.
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The choice of this particular CDM model for both sets of analyses (i.e. 3D and plane
stress formulation) is attributed to its simplicity and the limited number of calibrated
parameters. Additional work is undertaken at the moment for calibrating a CDM model
to simulate damage evolution in metal structural components experiencing ultra low-
cycle fatigue.
3.3.6 Simulation of large-scale experiments
The numerical scheme presented in Sections 3.3.1 - 3.3.4 is validated in simulating
elastoplastic-damage response and ductile fracture in thin-walled metal structural
components subjected to intense cyclic loading. For this purpose, two pipe elbow
specimens of the experimental campaign presented in Section 2.3.1 are examined. The
two specimens, namely E6 and E7 have been subjected to excessive cyclic loading
with amplitude of ±250 mm (E6) and ±300 mm (E7), which resulted in failure of
the specimens under ultra low-cycle fatigue after 15 and 11 cycles, respectively. For
additional information regarding the experimental data the reader can refer in Section
2.3.1.
The mechanical behaviour of specimen E6 and E7 is numerically simulated using
the finite element software ABAQUS (2016) enhanced with the proposed numerical
scheme, which is implemented as material user subroutine UMAT. The finite element
model of the experimental set-up is presented in detail in Section 2.3.2 and it will not
be discussed further for brevity. Mesh dependency effects are also examined using
four different meshes (M1, M2, M3, M4) of the finite element model. Information
regarding the finite element size at the elbow flank are provided in Table 3.5. In all
cases, 9 integration points are considered through the thickness.
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Table 3.5: Mesh size information at the elbow flank.
Mesh M1 M2 M3 M4
Element dim. (mm) 10 × 10 8 × 8 6 × 6 4 × 4
lch (mm) 17.7 15.2 12.15 9.82
3.3.6.1 Calibration of cyclic plasticity-damage model
The proper calibration of the material model is a key issue towards simulating accu-
rately the mechanical response of the pipe elbow specimens. Isotropic hardening as
well as kinematic hardening are considered and the the cyclic hardening parameters of
the material model are obtained from Table 3.3.
As already discussed in Section 3.2.5.3, no information is available for calibrating the
damage related parameters. In the absence of dedicated material testing and for the
purposes of the present simulations, the damage parameters are selected so that the
finite element model with mesh M1 can predict accurately the number of cycles to fail-
ure of specimen E7. To quantify mesh dependency effects, these parameters are kept
constant in all analyses.
The damage initiation equivalent plastic strain ε f and the critical damage state Dcrit are
kept as in the 3D model; that is 1.0 and 0.2, respectively. On the other hand, a different
G f value is selected due to different formulation of the damage evolution function. To
accommodate for the order of magnitude difference between ∆εq and ∆λ , GF is se-
lected equal to 220 J/mm. Furthermore, damage is accumulated only under negative
pressure values.
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3.3.6.2 Numerical simulation results
Comparisons are provided between experimental data and numerical results in a similar
manner with the investigation in Section 3.2.5. The force-displacement response
of the first loading cycle is shown in Fig. 3.11 for both specimens. Numerical
results are reported for the four finite element meshes, denoted as “M1-M4”. Fig.
3.11 shows minor differences between the numerical results, while the comparison
with experimental data shows the ability of the model to simulate quite accurately
the inelastic load-displacement response of the pipe elbow under severe imposed
deformations.
(a)

















































Figure 3.11: First loading cycle for (a) test E6 (δ = ±250mm) and (b), test E7
(δ =±300mm).
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The force-displacement response and the force amplitude recorded in each load cycle
up to the point of through-thickness cracking are presented in Fig. 3.12 and Fig.
3.13 for specimens E7 and E6, respectively. The numerical results obtained with the
four finite element meshes are presented and can be compared with the corresponding
experimental data. Fig. 3.12(b) and Fig. 3.13(b) indicate that the results of the
four meshes present negligible differences in terms of force amplitude, demonstrating
that mesh dependency effects have minor impact. However, the number of cycles to
through-thickness cracking obtained with the four meshes fluctuate more compared
to the 3D model. The use of conventional finite elements leads unavoidably to some
pressure oscillation and additional strain localisation at the shear band (Fig. 3.16),
influencing the number of cycles to failure. In addition, the shell-model considers only
a single element through the thickness and the size of this element might affect the
development of through-thickness crack.
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Figure 3.12: Numerical and experimental results for test E7 (δ =±300mm) in terms
of force-displacement diagrams (a, c) and resistance reduction over the loading cycles
(b, d).
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Figure 3.13: Numerical and experimental results for test E6 (δ =±250mm) in terms
of force-displacement diagrams (a, c) and resistance reduction over the loading cycles
(b, d).
In terms of computational efficiency, regardless of the complexity of these analyses,
rapid convergence of the incremental solution is observed throughout the analysis (3-4
global iterations). The analysis time of the shell model is approximately 10 times less
compared to the 3D model.
The ability of the material model to simulate strain evolution throughout the load
cycles is also examined and the results obtained with the four finite element meshes are
presented in Fig. 3.14. The strain plots in Fig. 3.14 concern hoop strain measurements
obtained 6 mm and 9 mm from the “flank” location (gauge 2 and gauge 3 in Fig. 2.6).
The experimental results of specimens E6 and E7 are presented, considering also the
results obtained from the four finite element meshes (M1, M2, M3 and M4).
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Comparisons with experimental measurements are limited to 6 and 4 load cycles for
specimens E6 and E7 due to strain gauge detachment. The numerical predictions are
in good agreement with the experimental data especially during the initial load cycles.
Furthermore, the results of the four meshes present somewhat different trends of strain
evolution even from the initial load cycles. This is more evident when examining mesh
M4. This behaviour is not evident in the 3D model (Fig. 3.8) because it is attributed to
pressure localisation, shown in the contour plots of Fig. 3.16.
(a)












































Figure 3.14: Variation of strain at the “flank” location of the two elbows: (a) specimen
E6 and (b), specimen E7; comparisons between numerical results and experimental
measurements.
Finally, the numerical simulations indicate accumulation of damage at the “flank” of
the bend due to excessive hoop strain, leading to low-cycle fatigue and pipe wall rupture
which is absolutely consistent with the experimental observations. Fig. 3.15 depicts the
local damage accumulation (SDV5) and the development of through-thickness crack
obtained numerically from the simulation of test E7 using meshed model M4. Fig.
3.15 verifies that the damage pattern observed in the failure stage of the numerical
model is very similar in size and configuration to the crack observed experimentally.
Identical crack formations are observed in the other finite element models but are not
presented for brevity.
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Figure 3.15: Damage distribution obtained from mesh M4 during the (a) 6th load cycle,
(b) 8th load cycle and (c), 10 th load cycle; (d) shape of crack specimen E7.
Figure 3.16: Pressure distribution observed in the inner and the outer surface of
meshed model M4 (a) prior to damage initiation; (b) after damage initiation.
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3.4 Summary
The cyclic plasticity-damage response and ductile fracture of steel metal components is
investigated with the use of rigorous numerical tools. Two computational frameworks
are presented for implementing cyclic plasticity-damage material models for 3D and
plane stress formulation. The ultimate goal is to develop optimised implementation
schemes for simulating low-cycle fatigue in metals.
It is demonstrated that the proposed numerical integration schemes feature computa-
tional efficiency in comparison to similar numerical methods reported in the literature.
Constitutive relations are integrated implicitly through the solution of a single scalar
equation and the consistent tangent operator is provided in explicit form to guarantee
robustness. Issues related to strain-softening and mesh dependency are discussed and
an appropriate simulation strategy is adopted to mitigate these effects.
The capabilities of the proposed numerical schemes for 3D and plane stress formulation
are demonstrated by comparing very successfully numerical results with experimental
measurements obtained from two large-scale laboratory (physical) tests on steel pipe
elbows. Mesh dependency effects are quantified using different meshed models, in-
dicating minor impact in the quality of the numerical results. Particularly for the 3D
formulation where hybrid finite elements are employed, the solution is found to be free
from spurious mesh dependency and abrupt pressure oscillations. Overall, the numer-
ical results indicate that the simulation methodology employed in each case can be ef-
ficiently applied in large-scale structural computations of metal components subjected
to low-cycle fatigue.
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Ultra low-cycle fatigue of S420 and
S700 steel welded tubular X-joints
4.1 Introduction
The offshore renewable industry is growing rapidly and its industrial targets hit new
records every decade [Jeffrey and Sedgwick (2011); Moccia et al. (2011)]. According
to the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) [Selot et al. (2019)], currently,
87.7% of the offshore wind turbines are supported by monopile systems and are located
in depths shallower than 25 m, while the resulting capacity is less than 4 MW. The
exploitation of deeper waters and the use of higher output wind turbines require the
employment of stiffer and more resilient support systems. Bottom-founded jacket
substructures, assembled from tubular welded connections, constitute an attractive
solution and characteristic examples of successful installation in depths of 30-45 m are,
among several others the Beatrice (2018) and Alpha Ventus (2013) windfarm parks.
The use of offshore wind jackets in depths up to 80 m is also under consideration
in ongoing research projects [JABACO (2019)]. The supporting units are exposed to
repeated loading due to ocean waves and the operational loads of the turbine, and may
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fail due to fatigue at critical locations. The accurate assessment of the fatigue life of
jacket substructures is crucial for the sustainability of the project over its design life
and it has been the subject of investigation in numerous recent research articles [Dong
et al. (2011, 2012); Mohammadi et al. (2016)].
In the last Chapter of the Thesis, the ultra low-cycle fatigue performance of high-
strength steel tubular welded X-joints is examined through a large experimental
program, supported with corresponding numerical analyses. The research work is
motivated by the needs to provide cost-efficient structural solutions for the oil and
gas sector and particularly offshore renewables. The specimens represent the X-brace
joints of an offshore wind turbine jacket substructure considered for installation at a
depth of 55 m with a scaling factor of 1:3 employed in JABACO (2019) project. The
X-joint specimens have been manufactured using S420 and S700 steel grade tubes and
are subjected to extreme cyclic in-plane bending, leading to ultra low-cycle fatigue
failure within less than 100 cycles. Furthermore, rigorous numerical models are used
to simulate the experimental response of the specimens and examine whether finite
element models can provide accurate predictions for the bending moment-displacement
global response and for local strains at critical locations. Comparison is also conducted
between the present experimental data and relevant test results on mild or high-strength
steel welded tubular components, as well as design predictions from existing codes and
standards.
4.2 Experimental Program
The experimental program consisted of seven ultra low-cycle fatigue tests on high-
strength steel tubular welded X-joints. The tubular members used for fabricating
the connection have been provided by SSAB, Stockholm, Sweden. The specimens
have been fabricated in Hollandia Systems, Rotterdam, Netherlands according to the
American Welding Society (2004) (AWS D1.1) provisions for the tubular member
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welds and in accordance with appropriate Welding Procedure Specifications (WPSs)
developed by the authors, in cooperation with Hollandia Systems, so that the specimen
welds are representative of those found in offshore steel platforms.
4.2.1 Description of specimens
The seven X-joint specimens are denoted as X1−X7. The first set of X-joints (X1−X4)
was fabricated using tubular components made of S420 steel grade with external
diameter and thickness equal to 219.1 mm and 10 mm corresponding to a diameter-
to-thickness ratio (D/t) of about 22. In addition, S700 tubes with external diameter
and thickness of 273 mm and 10 mm and D/t equal to 27 were used for manufacturing
specimens X5−X7. For convenience, connections X1−X4 and X5−X7 were grouped
to “Joint-1” and “Joint-2” assemblies. The three-dimensional configuration of the
specimens is depicted in Fig. 4.1, while the geometric properties of each joint are
summarised in Table 4.1. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the free ends of the tubular components
are capped with welded plates for the requirements of testing. For clarity, the four
chord crown locations where strain gauges are attached, are labelled as (1), (2), (3),
(4), starting from the upper left corner and proceeding clockwise; the two crown
locations located above the braces are labelled as (1), (2) and the other two crown
points are represented by numbers (3) and (4). Strain measurements were also recorded
at the point where the maximum principal strains/stress were observed during the linear
elastic analysis of Joint-1 and Joint-2 connections, subjected to monotonic/cyclic in-
plane bending. This additional location is labelled in Fig. 4.1 as “in-between” point.
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Figure 4.1: Three-dimensional configuration of Joint-1 and Joint-2.
Table 4.1: Geometric properties of specimens X1−X7.
Joint: Joint-1 Joint-2
Specimen: X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7
d0=d1 (mm) 219.1 273





A series of laboratory tests on strip specimens (coupons) extracted from the tubes of
the same heat as those used for the fabrication of the specimens were performed to
determine the monotonic and cyclic properties of the steel material in the inelastic
range. The material tests have been performed using an Instron servo-hydraulic
actuator of 250kN capacity. An anti-buckling device, shown in Fig. 4.2, was used in
the fully-reversed cyclic tests to restrict buckling of the specimens under compressive
loading. The resulting stress-strain curves obtained from those coupons are presented
in Fig. 4.3. Monotonic tests showed a 0.2% proof stress/ultimate strength of 519/585
MPa and 745/840 MPa for the S420 and S700 steel grades respectively. Furthermore,
cyclic tests at 2% strain amplitude indicated a minor cyclic hardening in both metals
during initial load cycles. The welding materials were selected according to the WPSs
developed for each joint configuration and their nominal grades overmatch the nominal
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yield strength of S420 and S700 steel grades by 29% and 6% respectively, which
complies with the design provisions of DNVGL-RP-C203 (2016); DNVGL-RP-C208
(2016) and is in accordance to common practice in offshore steel construction.
Figure 4.2: Fully-reversed cyclic material tests and anti-buckling device.
(a)












































Figure 4.3: Monotonic and cyclic stress strain response obtained from testing coupon
specimens extracted from tubes (a) S420 steel grade and (b) S700 steel grade.
4.2.3 Instrumentation
The specimens were properly instrumented during testing to record the force-
displacement response and the induced strains at the locations of interest and to identify
through-thickness cracking. The applied load was measured directly from the load cell
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of the actuator system and was recorded with the use of an external data logger. Dis-
placement measurements were obtained with the use of string potentiometers, placed
as shown in Fig. 4.4(a) in order to measure accurately the actual vertical displace-
ment of the brace end. Local longitudinal strains were measured at crown locations
of the chord with the use of uni-directional five-element-strip strain gauges (FXV-1),
oriented perpendicular to the weld toe. Two FXV-1 series were used in every experi-
ment, placed on chord crown points as shown in Fig. 4.4(b), at distance 5-9 mm from
the weld toe. In the majority of the tests, two additional strain gauges were attached at
the “in-between” location of the chord side (Fig. 4.1), at distance of 5-25 mm from the
weld toe.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: (a) End brace displacement measurement and (b), local strain measure-
ments in specimens X1-X7.
In the present test, initiation and propagation of surface cracks was monitored with a
camera, shown in Fig. 4.5, while failure was defined as through-thickness cracking. To
detect the stage at which the crack developed through the thickness of the tube wall, a
small hole was drilled on the capping plate of each specimen, prior to testing, and two
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smoke flares were inserted into the chord; subsequently the hole was sealed with a re-
usable envelope. As shown in Fig. 4.5, when the through-thickness crack occurred, the
trapped smoke escaped through the crack so that it was visible, and the corresponding
number of cycles to failure was recorded.
Figure 4.5: Trapped smoke escaping through the crack which allows the measuring of
the number of cycles to failure.
4.2.4 Experimental set-up
The experiments were conducted at the Structures Laboratory of The University of
Edinburgh (School of Engineering) using an Instron 8800 servo-hydraulic actuator
system of 1 MN capacity. The three-dimensional configuration of the experimental
set-up is presented in the sketch of Fig. 4.6 and the main parts of the set-up are denoted
in that figure. For clarity, a close-up sketch of the connection between the specimen
and the experimental set-up is illustrated in Fig. 4.7, while a photo of the constructed
set-up is depicted in Fig. 4.8 for the sake of completeness.
The hydraulic actuator was mounted on the test-ring to assemble a self-reacting
structural system. The actuator was placed vertically, hanged from the horizontal
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crossbeam. The other end of the actuator was pin-connected at the centre of the 3.3
m-long spreader beam, as shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 initially located at a distance
of 200 mm from the top of the specimen. A pin-ended column, highlighted in Fig.
4.6, was used to connect the spreader beam with the specimen, allowing for axial
deformations to take place while preventing the development of axial tensile forces
on the bracings (stretching). The X-joint specimen, shown more clearly in Fig. 4.7,
was rigidly supported at the base of the chord member, while the top edge of the
chord was capped with a welded plate to preserve symmetry. Two lateral support
systems were fixed on the test-rig to ensure the safe operation of the actuator by
restricting sideways movements of the crossbeam, which was free to move in the
vertical direction. During testing, the actuator was moving vertically together with
the spreader beam, which was imposing a repeated displacement of alternating sign
at the ends of the braces, introducing in-plane cyclic bending loading at the welded
connection. The experimental arrangement was symmetric and the lateral distance
between the centroid of the chord and the load application points was equal to 1.5
m. The experiments were conducted under a displacement-control scheme with ratio
R = -1 (fully-reversed displacement) and the movement of the hydraulic actuator was
controlled via the Instron WaveMatrix software.
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Figure 4.6: Three-dimensional computer visualisation of experimental set-up.
Figure 4.7: Schematic representation of in-plane cyclic bending testing arrangement.
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Figure 4.8: Photo of the experimental set-up.
Each tubular X-joint specimen was subjected to a specific displacement amplitude, in
order to explore the ultra low-cycle fatigue performance of the welded tubular steel
joints at a wider range of fatigue life. A preliminary finite element analysis was con-
ducted prior to the experiments to support the selection of the testing displacement
amplitudes, shown in Table 4.2 together with the value of the maximum applied mo-
ment normalised with respect to the “yield bending moment” My. The value of My was
defined as the bending moment that corresponds to first yielding of the joint, computed
numerically through the finite element model under monotonic loading conditions. The
My values are equal to 109 kNm and 239 kNm for Joint-1 and Joint-2, respectively. The
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resisting bending moment was decreasing gradually over the loading cycles due to ma-
terial degradation.
Table 4.2: Testing conditions of specimens X1−X7.
Joint: Joint-1 Joint-2
Specimen: X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7
Edge brace displ. (mm) ±29 ±35 ±41 ±47.5 ±31.6 ±38 ±48
|Mmax/My| 1.19 1.34 1.40 1.49 1.16 1.32 1.51
4.2.5 Experimental results
The bending moment-displacement response recorded at various load cycles during
testing of specimens X1-X4 and X5-X7 is presented in Fig. 4.9 (a-d) and Fig. 4.10 (a-c),
respectively. Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 show that all specimens experienced a small amount
of cyclic hardening during the first load cycle, while the hysteresis response changed
slightly prior to damage initiation, in which case, the resisting moment capacity
started decreasing noticeably. The sudden decrease observed in the bending moment-
displacement diagram of specimen X6 during the initial load cycles (Fig. 4.10(b)) was
attributed on a loose bolted connection and not to any material damage. In this case,
the test was interrupted to tighten the bolts in this joint, and the slippage effects have
been eliminated.
In Joint-1 specimens and in particular specimen X2, which was subjected to brace edge
displacements of ±35 mm, strength reduction due to material degradation initiated at
about the 10th load cycle, whereas damage effects become more pronounced after 30
load cycles. Through-thickness cracking occurred at the 47th load cycle and the test
was interrupted after 49 cycles, where the maximum resisting bending moment was
reduced by 42% with respect to the corresponding maximum bending moment of the
first cycle. In specimen X5 of the Joint-2 group, through-thickness cracking occurred
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at the 58th load cycle. In this case, material degradation initiated after 15 load cycles
and became noticeable after 40 load cycles. The experiment was interrupted after 65
cycles, where the structural capacity has been reduced by almost 30%.
The experimental results show that in both joint configurations, strength degradation
manifested initially at low rate, while rapid reduction of resisting bending moment was
observed as the specimen approached failure, indicating two distinct stages of damage
evolution.
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Figure 4.9: Bending moment-displacement response obtained from specimens X1-X4.
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Figure 4.10: Bending moment-displacement response obtained from specimens X5-X7.
Local strains were measured at the chord member at the two crown locations and results
are presented in Fig. 4.11 for Joint-1 and Joint-2 specimens. The distance of each strain
gauge from the weld toe is denoted at the legend of each figure, while the chord crown
location where measurement was obtained, is defined using the number in parenthesis.
Strain gauges have also been attached at the “in-between” location, shown in Fig. 4.1,
and strain measurements have been obtained, but the recordings are significantly lower
than the strains obtained at the chord crown locations.
Strain measurements are analysed in terms of strain-range evolution with respect to
loading cycles. Fig. 4.11, shows that the induced strain-range due to cyclic loading
increased slightly during initial load cycles, reached a constant value and subsequently,
it started decreasing when cracks were formed at the weld toe. Clearly, after a
substantial number of load cycles, significant surface cracks developed and became
quite visible, and the corresponding strain recordings started decreasing rapidly.
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Figure 4.11: Strain range evolution over the loading cycles obtained from testing
specimens X1-X7.
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The final fractured shapes of specimens X1-X7 are illustrated in Fig. 4.12, while the
fatigue crack initiation stage of an example case (specimen X6) is presented in Fig.
4.13. In all cases, through-thickness crack initiated at one of the four chord crown
locations. Continuation of cyclic loading resulted in propagation of initial cracks along
the weld toe in a pattern which is symmetric with respect to the crown location.
Figure 4.12: Failed specimens X1-X7
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Figure 4.13: Fatigue crack at early stage of test X6.
4.3 Numerical simulation and comparison with test
data
4.3.1 Finite element model
The experimental results of the present study are numerically simulated with advanced
finite element models. Both Joint-1 and Joint-2 are modelled with the use of commer-
cial finite element package ABAQUS (2016). The main features of the finite element
model, used to simulate the mechanical response of Joint-1 and Joint-2 specimens, are
presented in Fig. 4.14. The finite element mesh at chord-brace intersecting area of the
models of Joint-1 and Joint-2 is shown in Fig. 4.15. Double symmetry is considered
for computational efficiency with the appropriate boundary conditions and therefore,
only 1/4 of the X-joint specimen is modelled. Two reference points are also imposed to
simulate the boundary conditions applied during testing. Reference point RP-1 is kine-
matically coupled with the end of the brace, to simulate the hinge in the experimental
set-up shown clearly in Fig. 4.7, given the fact that the end of the brace is capped.
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Point RP-1 is unrestrained in the axial direction of the brace, while the vertical dis-
placement is prescribed in the analysis and corresponds to the brace edge displacement
recorded during testing. Additionally, reference point RP-2 is kinematically coupled
with the end nodes at the top section of the chord, simulating the cap welded plate.
Furthermore, the nodes at the bottom edge of the chord member are fully fixed, as in
the experiment.
Figure 4.14: Numerical model of the test specimen.
The finite element models of Joint-1 and Joint-2 are meshed with linear solid finite el-
ements (C3D8) and include the accurate modelling of the weld geometry based on the
provisions of the American Welding Society (2004) (AWS D1.1). A sensitivity analy-
sis has been conducted, showing that 43000 and 48000 linear solid finite elements are
adequate for discretising Joint-1 and Joint-2 configurations. Joint-1 model uses 60 ele-
ments along the circumference of the brace and 28 elements around the circumference
of the chord, while 5 elements are considered through the thickness of the brace and
the chord to provide a well-posed mesh at the welding area. Similarly, in Joint-2 model
64 elements are adequate for discretising the circumference of the brace and 32 for the
chord, while 5 elements are used through the thickness of each part. In the longitudinal
direction the “single bias meshing” technique is used, leading to finer discretisation
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close to the brace-chord intersection and coarser mesh away from the weld, where the
stresses and the strains are significantly lower.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.15: Discretised finite element model of (a) Joint-1 and (b) Joint-2. Detail
representation of the welded area of Joint-2 at (c) the crown point and (d), the saddle
point.
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4.3.2 Constitutive model
The use of an appropriate cyclic-plasticity model is of great importance for simulating
accurately the inelastic response of the specimen. The constitutive model employed
herein is based on a J2 (von Mises) cyclic elastoplasticity model with mixed hardening.
The numerical implementation of the material model is utilised through the use of
an external material user subroutine (UMAT) presented in Section 3.2 [Chatziioannou
et al. (2019c)]. The governing equations of kinematic and isotropic hardening rules
employed are presented in Eqs. (4.1-4.2) below. Kinematic hardening obeys the
Chaboche (1986) model, with four nonlinear backstress tensors, as proposed by












whereas isotropic hardening is represented with the use of an exponential function with
saturation.





All material parameters of the constitutive model are calibrated for each steel grade
separately, so that the small-scale tests on strip specimens, shown in Fig. 4.3, are
accurately represented. The material parameter sets adopted in the present analysis
for S420 and S700 steel grades are listed in Table 4.3. Furthermore, it is clarified
that for the purposes of the present work, whilst damage phenomena exist, they are
not accounted for. An additional experimental program, which is not discussed within
the Thesis has been recently undertaken to calibrate a new CDM model, specifically
developed to simulate damage evolution under strong cyclic loading.
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Table 4.3: Material properties of constitutive model.



























The finite element models shown in Figs. (4.14-4.15) are employed for the numerical
simulation of the experimental procedure for specimens X1 to X7. The numerical
analyses are conducted considering the actual displacement amplitudes recorded at
the brace end during testing and listed in Table 4.2. Comparisons between numerical
and experimental results are provided in detail for the two most extreme cases,
involving specimens X4 and X7, and more briefly for the other experiments. It
should be underlined that the numerical simulation refers to the first 5-10 load cycles,
corresponding to the first stage of the welded joint response. In the subsequent stages,
the joint material undergoes degradation and a cyclic plasticity model may not be
adequate to describe the actual material behaviour. In such a case, coupled plasticity-
damage models are required to simulate the mechanical response of the steel material,
but such a modelling effort lies outside the scope of the present study.
Fig. 4.16 presents the bending moment-displacement diagram obtained from the
numerical analysis and experimental testing of specimens X4 and X7. The comparison
shows the ability of the finite element model to simulate accurately the inelastic
bending moment-displacement response of the X-joint specimens under consideration.
Comparisons are also provided in terms of strain-range predictions (∆ε) obtained at
location (1) and the corresponding results are presented in Fig. 4.17. The results
obtained from the finite element model are presented with a dashed line. The strain
gauges located very close to the weld toe failed during the initial load cycle in
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both tests, probably because of the high value of strain developed at that location
and, therefore, measurements are provided for the other four strain gauges located
at distances ranging from 7 mm to 15 mm away from the weld toe. Fig. 4.17 shows
that the numerical model predicts the experimental values of strain range satisfactorily
for both joints. Furthermore, the distribution of von Mises stress obtained from the
numerical simulation of specimens X4 and X7 is depicted in Fig. 4.18, corresponding
to the maximum bending moment, and shows the most highly stressed areas in each
specimen.
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Figure 4.16: Bending moment-displacement relation obtained through numerical
simulations and experimental testing of specimens (a) X4 and (b) X7.
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Figure 4.17: Strain range evolution obtained at location (1) through numerical analysis
and experimental testing of specimens (a) X4 and (b) X7.
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Figure 4.18: Von Mises stress distribution obtained from the simulation of specimens
(a) X4 and (b) X7 at the moment of maximum bending moment.
4.4 Comparison with design provisions and relevant
available data
4.4.1 Evaluation of hot-spot stress/strain range
Experimental and numerical results are further analysed by correlating the so-called
“hot-spot strain” range (∆εhs) and “hot-spot stress” range (∆σhs) with the number of
cycles to failure (N f ). Herein, ∆εhs is computed by extrapolating linearly the local
strain range values obtained from either numerical results or experimental data at the
location of the weld toe. It is noted that the extrapolated value ∆εexp,hs, obtained from
the experimental results, is calculated using the measurements recorded after the first
two load cycles to ensure that the induced strain range has reached a constant value
(see Fig. 4.11).
The hot-spot strain range values of specimens X1−X7 obtained using test data (∆εexp,hs)
and the numerical results (∆εFEM,hs) are presented in Table 4.4 along with the number
of cycles to through-thickness cracking (N f ) as measured in the experiments. In spec-
imen X1, a single value is presented as the second FXV-1 series has been attached on
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the brace crown location and the recordings are significantly low (∆εexp,hs = 0.5%).
Two hot-spot strain range values are computed in each experiment and in the majority
of cases differ slightly with respect to each other. A significant difference of measure-
ment at each side of the specimen is observed only in test X5. Post-processing of the
experimental data showed that, in this test, the induced displacement range has been
slightly unsymmetrical, and this is attributed to geometric imperfections in the speci-
men, leading to higher strain values on the weld of one side of the chord with respect
to the other weld. Furthermore, comparison of the experimental data with the numer-
ical results shows that the finite element model predicts very accurately the measured
hot-spot strain range.
Hot-spot stress range values (∆σhs) are also evaluated for each experiment following
the provisions of CIDECT (2001) (Committee for International Development and Ed-
ucation on Construction of Tubular Structures). The nominal stress range (∆σnom) at
the braces due to bending is calculated considering the applied bending moment and
the elastic modulus of the pipe, while the stress concentration factors (SCFs) of Joint-1
and Joint-2 connections are obtained: (a) using the parametric equations proposed in
CIDECT (2001), and (b) using the finite element models described in Section 3. In
the latter case, a small load has been applied so that plastic deformation is eliminated
in the calculation of the SCF value. The resulting SCFs values are presented in Table
4.4, highlighting that the numerically computed SCFs are very similar with those cal-
culated using the parametric formulas in CIDECT (2001). The hot-spot stress range
values (∆σhs) presented in Table 4.4 is calculated by multiplying the SCF value with
the nominal stress range value ∆σnom. In this calculation, the highest of the two SCF
values obtained for each type of connection is used. It should be noted that the ∆σhs
are very high, much higher than the yield stress of the material, therefore these stress
values should be considered as “pseudo-elastic” stresses.
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Table 4.4: Main testing results of specimens X1−X7.
Specimen N f
∆εexp,hs ∆εFEM,hs SCF ∆σhs
(%) (%) CIDECT FEM (MPa)
X1 88 (1) 1.72 (1) (-) 1.71 (1 & 2)
3.119 3.386
2797
X2 47 (3) 3.65 (2) 3.82 (3) 3.82 (1 & 2) 3052
X3 21 (4) 5.97 (1) 5.83 (2) 5.63 (1 & 2) 3240
X4 15 (1) 7.07 (1) 7.09 (2) 6.66 (1 & 2) 3371
X5 58 (1) 3.63 (1) 3.04 (2) 3.06 (1 & 2)
3.347 3.223
3750
X6 34 (1) 4.43 (1) 4.28 (2) 4.17 (1 & 2) 4067
X7 10 (2) 8.05 (1) 8.28 (2) 6.92 (1 & 2) 4583
Note: The number within (·) indicates the reference location.
4.4.2 Comparison with relevant test data and stress-based provi-
sions
The design of tubular welded joints under ultra low-cycle fatigue remains a challenging
task, as limited guidance is available in relevant design codes and standards, especially
for high-strength steel material. The methodologies proposed in DNVGL-RP-C203
(2016), CIDECT (2001), API RP2 (2000) and EN 1993-1-9 (2002) for the fatigue
design of welded tubular connections have been developed for regular steel material
and are valid for cases mainly associated with high-cycle fatigue; i.e. with fatigue
failure at a number of cycles that exceeds N f ≥ 104. Nevertheless, in the absence
of design guidance for low-cycle fatigue, it has been proposed in Appendix F.1 of
DNVGL-RP-C203 (2016) to extrapolate the proposed S−N curves into the low-cycle
fatigue regime. In the present study this extrapolation is performed and those design
provisions are compared with respect to experimental results obtained from low-cycle
fatigue tests. In addition to the present experimental results, experimental data reported
in the literature are also plotted together with the design S−N curves provided in
DNVGL-RP-C203 (2016); API RP2 (2000) as well as the S−N curve proposed by
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Hochman et al. (2010), for predicting the fatigue life in the range of 1≤N f ≤ 103. The
S−N curves proposed in CIDECT (2001) and EN 1993-1-9 (2002) are not included in
the plot, because, for the range under examination, they are almost identical with the
curve proposed in DNVGL-RP-C203 (2016).
The experimental results obtained from specimens X1 − X7 and those reported in
previous works [Scavuzzo et al. (1998); Waalen and Berge (2005); Boge et al. (2007);
Hochman et al. (2010); Varelis et al. (2020)] are plotted in Fig. 4.19 in terms of the
hot-spot stress range (∆σhs) and number of cycles to failure (N f ). The examined data
are collected from large-scale tests on tubular welded components fabricated from mild
steel or high-strength steel metal alloys. Fig. 4.19 shows that the results of the present
investigation fall well beneath the S−N curve proposed in DNVGL-RP-C203 (2016)
while the predictions of this code in particular are satisfactory for tests with N f ≥ 102.
On the other hand, the S−N curve proposed in API RP2 (2000) is quite conservative
and will not be discussed further.
In the log∆σhs−logN f plot, the results obtained from specimens X1−X7 show very
small slope of the corresponding fatigue curve, indicating that the hot-spot stress
methodology employed in the present work may not be a reliable measure of fatigue
resistance in the ultra low-cycle fatigue regime. It should be considered that under
intense cyclic loading, the structural components are loaded far beyond their elastic
limit and the bending moment-displacement relation is highly nonlinear. Hence,
the hot-spot stress concept, which is mainly based on the concept of elastic stress
concentration, might not be reliable for describing the behaviour of tubular welded
structural components in the range of ultra low-cycle fatigue (1 ≤ N f ≤ 102) and
predicting the fatigue life.
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Figure 4.19: Hot-spot stress method, extended to the low-cycle fatigue regime.
4.4.3 Comparison with relevant data and codes using a strain-
based framework
A different approach is adopted in DNVGL-RP-C208 (2016) standard provisions.
DNVGL-RP-C208 (2016) proposes a design methodology against ultra low-cycle
fatigue using the hot-spot strain range (∆εhs) and a modified Coffin-Manson equation
[Coffin (1954); Manson (1954)]. For tubular welded connections, a mean and a design
∆εhs − N f curve are presented in Section 7.12 of DNVGL-RP-C208 (2016). The
mean curve is derived based on the limited available experimental data reported in
the literature. The design ∆εhs−N f curve is constructed by subtracting three standard
deviations of 0.2 in the logN scale.
The experimental findings of the present study as well as those reported in Skallerud
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et al. (1995); Scavuzzo et al. (1998); Varelis et al. (2020) are analysed in terms of hot-
spot strain range (∆εhs) against number of cycles to failure (N f ) and the results are
presented in Fig. 4.20. Comparing the present experimental data with those reported
by Skallerud et al. (1995) concerning steel T-joints with yield strength of 360 MPa, it
is deduced that high-strength steel tubular joints perform equally well with mild steel
connections under intense cyclic loading.
The experimental data (∆εexp,hs −N f ) are also compared with respect to the mean
∆εhs−N f curve and the design ∆εhs−N f curve provided in DNVGL-RP-C208 (2016).
The mean curve proposed in DNVGL-RP-C208 (2016) is in very good agreement with
the experimental results reported in the present study and those of Skallerud et al.
(1995). The results of Varelis et al. (2020) fall between the mean curve and the design
curve. A possible explanation could be that the tests in [Varelis et al. (2020)] were
conducted under a load-controlled pattern with a load ratio of R = 0.1, whereas the
present experimental data and those reported by Skallerud et al. (1995) are obtained
using a displacement-control testing protocol with ratio of R = −1 (fully-reversed).
The design ∆εhs −N f curve may underestimate the fatigue life of the tests with a
number of cycles to failure less than 100, but provides satisfactory predictions with
respect to the findings of Scavuzzo et al. (1998) and Varelis et al. (2020). Comparing
Fig. 4.19 with Fig. 4.20, it is concluded that the design of welded joints against ultra
low-cycle fatigue should be preferably conducted in a strain-based framework, using an
appropriate ∆εhs−N f curve. The methodology provided in DNVGL-RP-C208 (2016)
constitutes a basis for such an approach but additional experimental data are required
for validating the methodology and predict the ULCF life with good accuracy.
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Figure 4.20: Hot-spot strain method for the low-cycle fatigue regime.
4.5 Summary
The ultra low-cycle fatigue performance of tubular welded X-joints, made of S420
and S700 steel material was investigated, using large-scale experiments and numerical
simulations. The work refers to extreme loading exerted on representative tubular X-
joints of an offshore wind structural system designed for installation in water depth of
55 m. Seven large-scale specimens were tested under intense cyclic in-plane bending,
leading to failure with a number of cycles less than 100, which is referred to as “ultra
low-cycle fatigue”. Experimental results were provided in terms of bending moment-
displacement relation, local strain measurements and the number of cycles to failure,
which is defined as the stage where through-thickness crack occurs. The experimental
program is simulated numerically using rigorous finite element models, which employ
advanced cyclic-plasticity models through an in-house material subroutine. Very good
comparisons are obtained in terms of bending moment-displacement relation and local
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strain predictions. The experimental data of the present study are compared with
similar studies reported in the literature concerning regular or high strength steel
welded components. It is demonstrated that both metal alloys perform equally well
against strong cyclic loading. In addition, state of art design standard are validated
in predicting the number of the cycles to failure, obtained by testing large-scale
specimens. The results of the analysis indicate that a strain-based design approach
such as the one proposed in DNVGL-RP-C208 (2016) may be more appropriate for
designing against ultra low-cycle fatigue.
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Conclusions
The present study investigates, through advanced numerical simulations and large-scale
experiments, the mechanical behaviour of steel metal components, and particularly
steel circular tubular components and tubular joints subjected to extreme cyclic load-
ing. Computational frameworks are developed with the purpose of simulating with the
best accuracy multi-axial material ratcheting and cyclic plasticity-damage response in
metallic alloys. The research work addresses issues related to the numerical analysis
and design of steel components under extreme loading conditions, contributing to the
current state of the art.
The multi-axial ratcheting response of steel circular tubular components is elaborated
in Chapter 2. An implicit numerical scheme is developed in Section 2.2, capable of in-
tegrating a wide range of metal cyclic plasticity models, which are not available even in
leading commercial finite element packages. Constitutive relations are formulated ex-
plicitly for plane stress conditions using a J2 plane-stress projection cyclic-plasticity
model, which considers nonlinear isotropic hardening and a generalised version of
the nonlinear multi-backstress kinematic hardening rule proposed by Bari and Has-
san (2002), towards accurate simulation of multi-axial material ratcheting. An implicit
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numerical integration scheme of the constitutive equations is developed, where incre-
mental update of the internal variables is achieved through the solution of a single
scalar equation. After proper mathematical treatment, the scalar equation obtains a
rather simple form and is solved using a robust solution method. This constitutes a
key novel feature of the proposed algorithm (scheme). The accuracy of the numerical
integration is assessed by means of iso-error maps, showing excellent performance.
Furthermore, the integration algorithm is consistently linearised, and the correspond-
ing Jacobian is provided in explicit form, therefore ensuring the numerical robustness
of the finite element solution.
The numerical scheme is implemented in a finite element environment as a user mate-
rial subroutine and three advanced hardening models are selected for simulating cyclic
bending experiments on pipe elbows. Comparisons between experimental data and nu-
merical results are performed in terms of force-displacement response, cross-sectional
ovalization and in particular local strains, with emphasis on ratcheting. The results
show that the finite element model equipped with the material user subroutine could
simulate accurately the inelastic force-displacement response obtained from the elbow
experiments and reproduce the corresponding ovality values. In terms of strain mea-
surements obtained at the elbow flank, the extrados and the intrados, the hardening
model of Chaboche (1986) tends to over-predict ratcheting, whereas the results ob-
tained with the models of Chaboche (1991) and Bari and Hassan (2002) provide more
accurate predictions. Considering both axial and hoop strain measurements, the model
of Bari and Hassan (2002) provides the best accuracy in terms of ratcheting predic-
tion. It is expected that upon proper calibration, the kinematic hardening model in its
generic form, as proposed herein, would lead to more accurate prediction of ratcheting.
As a general conclusion, accurate prediction of elastoplastic response of steel piping
components constitutes a challenging task, mainly due to the presence of ratcheting.
The consideration of less elaborate and more conventional hardening models, such as
the model of Chaboche (1986), may result in overestimating the strain evolution rate,
possibly leading to conservative design.
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The mechanical behaviour of smoothly-dented externally pressurised pipes is numeri-
cally simulated, aiming at quantifying the effect of dent magnitude and external pres-
sure on the structural performance of the pipe under monotonic and cyclic loading.
The numerical scheme presented in Section 2.2 is employed to simulate the mate-
rial response of the high-strength stainless steel under cyclic inelastic loading. The
pipe analysis is divided into three steps in order to examine the denting procedure, the
pressure-axial loading interaction and the response of dented pipes under cyclic axial
loading. With respect to the denting phase, it is identified that dents of considerable
magnitude can be formed in piping components without the requirement of excessive
loading. In addition, analysis results showed that the presence of external pressure
higher than 50% of the collapse pressure may lead up to 25% amplification of the ini-
tial dent. The numerical results of two dented pipes, subjected to different pressure
levels and loading amplitudes demonstrated the following:
• Dent depth may not have a severe effect on the monotonic axial load capacity of
pipes under relatively low external pressure. However, the effect of dent depth is
more pronounced in higher pressure levels.
• Dent depth influences the structural performance of the pipe under cyclic condi-
tions by reducing the number of cycles to collapse.
• High pressure levels have a significant effect on the behaviour of dented pipes
and lead to collapse within a very small number of cycles, even for relatively low
axial tensile loading amplitude.
• Ovalization measurements showed that for relatively low pressure levels the pipe
ratchets significantly, leading to normalized ovalization values of up to 50% prior
to collapse.
• Collapse under cyclic and monotonic axial loading can be correlated through the
averaged accumulated plastic strain at the dent location.
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The numerical implementation of cyclic plasticity-damage constitutive models is elab-
orated in Chapter 3. A computational framework is developed for 3D formulation
and another for plane stress condition, with the purpose of simulating the mechani-
cal behaviour of metal structural components under severe cyclic loading that leads to
low-cycle fatigue. The constitutive relations are formulated based on J2 plasticity with
combined nonlinear kinematic and isotropic hardening, coupled with isotropic damage
mechanics. Constitutive equations are integrated implicitly using the Euler-backward
integration scheme. For both 3D and plane stress formulation, incremental update of
the internal variables is achieved through the solution of a single scalar equation and
this constitutes a main feature of the presented schemes. Furthermore, the integration
algorithms are consistently linearised and the corresponding consistent tangent moduli
are provided in explicit form, ensuring numerical robustness of the finite element solu-
tion.
The efficiency and robustness of the proposed algorithms are demonstrated by com-
paring very successfully numerical results with experimental measurements obtained
from two large-scale laboratory (physical) tests on steel pipe elbows. In the 3D model,
finite element analyses are conducted using mixed pressure/displacement finite ele-
ments, while the damage function is properly regularised within the proposed numeri-
cal scheme according to the element’s characteristic length to account for size effects.
Using this formulation, mesh dependency effects are alleviated and consistent numeri-
cal results are obtained using four meshes of different density. In the shell model (plane
stress), the damage function is regularised with respect to the element’s length, but nu-
merical simulations are conducted using standard finite elements. Mesh dependency
effects are not observed in the force-amplitude diagram obtained with the four finite
elements. However, strain predictions at the flank and the number of cycles to through-
thickness cracking computed with the four finite element models indicate some small
differences with each other which are related to some extent with pressure localisation
at the shear band. Overall, the numerical results are in very good agreement with the
experimental data in terms of force-displacement, strength degradation, local strains,
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and most importantly in terms of number of cycles to through-thickness crack forma-
tion.
The numerical results indicate that the simulation methodology employed can be ef-
ficiently applied in large-scale structural computations in metal components. From a
computational standpoint, the proposed numerical implementation schemes offer op-
timised and efficient numerical tools, which allow for the implementation of various
isotropic damage models in an straightforward manner under 3D and plane stress for-
mulation. Therefore, they can be employed as “computational platforms” for sim-
ulating and assessing low-cycle fatigue performance of metal structural components
subjected to severe cycling loading.
In Chapter 4, the fatigue performance of tubular welded X-joints made of S420 and
S700 steel material is examined under severe cyclic loading conditions, using large-
scale experiments and numerical simulations. The work refers to extreme loading
exerted on representative tubular X-joints of an offshore wind structural system de-
signed for installation in water depth of 55 m, which may lead to low-cycle fatigue.
Seven large-scale specimens were tested under intense cyclic in-plane bending, lead-
ing to failure with a number of cycles less than 100, which is referred to as “ultra
low-cycle fatigue”. Experimental results were provided in terms of bending moment-
displacement relation, local strain measurements and the number of cycles to failure,
which was defined as the stage where through-thickness crack occurs. The experi-
mental program is simulated using rigorous finite element models, which employ an
advanced cyclic-plasticity model through an in-house material subroutine. Very good
comparisons are obtained in terms of bending moment-displacement relation and local
strain predictions.
The main purpose of the current experimental program is to provide additional infor-
mation regarding the ultra low-cycle fatigue performance of steel tubular welded con-
nections made of S420 and S700 steel, as very limited guidance is available in relevant
codes and standards, especially for high-strength steel. The specimens from both steel
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grades provided similar structural fatigue behaviour whereas comparison with relevant
data reported in the literature showed that under severe cyclic loading, high-strength
steel welded connections perform equally well with mild steel welded connections.
Therefore, the present results are quite promising for the use of high-strength steel in
offshore applications.
Existing design provisions are validated against a large set of experimental data col-
lected from the literature including also the present experimental results. The analysis
results showed that the “hot-spot stress” method, extrapolated in the low-cycle fatigue
regime, could be used for cases where failure is expected in more than 100 load cycles,
but it might not provide accurate fatigue life predictions in the range of ultra low cy-
cle fatigue, corresponding to less than 100 cycles. On the other hand, the strain-based
method proposed in DNVGL-RP-C208 (2016) provided fatigue life predictions of rea-
sonable accuracy with respect to the experimental data. The present results can be
employed for establishing a unified design methodology suitable for low-cycle fatigue
of welded tubular connections (1≤ N f ≤ 104), including the use of high-strength steel
material, towards reducing the construction cost of offshore platforms and increasing
their life-cycle performance.
Future work
The Thesis provides advancements in the simulation of multi-axial material ratcheting
and cyclic-plasticity damage response on metal alloys, combined with large-scale ultra
low-cycle fatigue tests on welded tubular components.
The examined research topics are still open for investigation and future endeavours
could be focused on:
• Increasing further the accuracy of multi-axial ratcheting simulation by modifying
appropriately advanced kinematic hardening rules.
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• Developing and calibrating Continuum Damage Mechanics models for low-cycle
and ultra low-cycle fatigue.
• Conducting additional experiments on high-strength steel tubular welded joints
with the purpose of developing a low-cycle fatigue design methodology for high-
strength steel.
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